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Collision course
The expedient of ‘prescribed assets’ again looms. 

Institutional investors are between a rock and a hard place. Government 
might have to change the rules so that it can limit their fiduciary discretion 

and poach from long-term savings.

FIRST WORD
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SA 
retirement funds face a quandary. 

It’s implicit in Regulation 28 of the 

Pension Funds Act that sets out their 

prudential requirements for making and remaining 

in an investment. 

There lies the rub. The sovereign-debt 

downgrades turn Regulation 28 into a Catch-22. If 

funds comply, they stand to be damned in one way. If 

they don’t, they stand to be damned in another.

A fund’s entire portfolio can comprise investment 

in fixed-interest bonds issued or backed by the SA 

government. Funds aren’t obliged to invest in them, 

but unexceptionally they do as part and parcel of 

asset diversification. Where the bonds have been 

downgraded to junk, which reflects a heightened 

risk of default, Regulation 28 only matters in so 

far as funds “may” take credit ratings into account 

in performing their stipulated due-diligence 

assessments.

Critically, however, Regulation 28 goes further. 

Its requirements for “adequate risk-adjusted returns”, 

which are the bedrock of prudence, threaten a 

conflict with requirements of the fiscus, which is 

running short of revenue-raising options.

On the one hand, compliance with the regulation 

obliges fund trustees to “consider any factor which 

may materially affect the sustainable long-term 

performance of the asset including, but not limited 

to, those of an environmental, social and governance 

(ESG) character”. In its preamble, the regulation 

also emphasises that this concept of “responsible 

investment” applies “across all assets and categories 

of assets and should promote the interests of a fund 

in a stable and transparent environment”.

On the other hand, should the trustees’ 

consideration of such due-diligence factors lead them 

to steer clear of bonds on which government entities 

rely, the funds invite the reintroduction government-

prescribed assets; in other words, being compelled to 

invest in specified bonds notwithstanding their price 



and risk relative to more attractive 

alternatives or to the disregarded ESG 

criteria for which many state-owned 

enterprises are notorious.

Eskom represents an outstanding 

example. Were it still to find a way for 

pushing its nuclear-build ambition, 

institutional investors will still need 

to be convinced that their support 

of it won’t contravene Regulation 28 

in terms of sustainable long-term 

performance as defined. Either this 

or, as with other SOEs that veer from 

the crippled to the crippling, the 

present regulation will have to be 

rewritten.

Heads and the SOEs win, tails and 

the funds lose. Prescription, used 

by the National Party government 

in the apartheid days of foreign 

disinvestment, is the blunt instrument 

for when bonds lack buyers.

It means a compulsion to invest 

in assets at uncompetitive 

returns, thus smacking savers, and 

simultaneously allowing government 

to evade market disciplines in 

bond issues. A perpetuation of the 

policy turmoil following the cabinet 

changes, which provoked the credit 

downgrades, will similarly smack 

savers anyway.

All that’s required for prescription 

is amendment to Regulation 28. In 

the past, National Treasury was meticulous in its 

consultation processes that preceded amendment. 

In the present, anything can happen. New finance 

minister Malusi Gigaba, who must foot the 

expenditures that evoke the policy enthusiasms of 

President Jacob Zuma, blows hot and cold.

What are retirement funds to do? Stand up to be 

counted, quite simply by compliance with the letter 

and spirit of Regulation 28. If it leads to prudential 

discretion being replaced by administrative fiat, so 

be it. At least the funds won’t then be complicit in the 

overturn of their regulatory duty, as demarcated, and 

the villain who’s ignored warning after warning of the 

extraordinarily high stakes will have no place to hide 

for accountability.

This is no occasion to dither. Rather, it’s occasion 

to strengthen the arm of financial institutions 

– fiduciaries for savers – that were previously 

instrumental in the reversal of Nenegate. A tax revolt 

is illegal. The shaping of bond portfolios, consistent 

with Regulation 28, is the opposite.

Last year fixed-interest asset manager 
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Futuregrowth tried to show the way, temporarily 

as it turned out, by suspending additional loans to 

certain badly-run state enterprises. A valid precedent 

was modified when parent Old Mutual Emerging 

Markets persuaded Futuregrowth to pursue bilateral 

discussions on their governance. 

Times, and circumstances, have subsequently 

changed for the worse. Attitudes must change with 

them, as exemplified in the forthright stance from 

Business Leadership SA whose members include 

custodians of the nation’s savings. It might or 

might not be significant that the new OMEM chief 

executive is Peter Moyo, a BLSA director.

To date, SA enjoys a bit of a respite. Compared 

with Nenegate, bond yields and the rand 

exchange rate have been hit relatively little. Whereas 

it’s probable that the downgrades to junk status had 

already have been priced in, it possibly also reflects 

an anticipation of positive outcomes from shifts in 

the governing party’s tectonic plates.

Less fanciful, but like waiting for the other shoe 

to drop, is that not all the major rating agencies have 

so far (at time of writing) downgraded the rand 

to junk. Most SA bonds are still held in the local 

currency. But were there to be further downgrade, an 

immediate impact would be forced selling by foreign 

funds (holding almost 40% of SA bonds) whose 

mandates disallow sub-grade investments. 

For its part, the JSE Top 40 index is largely 

sustained by rand hedges. Come prescription, 

however, and retirement funds could have little 

choice than partly to deflect from their rand-hedge 

shares into junk-rated bonds.

What happens with markets, and their affect on 

retirement funds, is usually unpredictable; but not 

entirely so right now. Certainly predictable, and 

already evident, is the impact of the downgrades 

on business confidence; hence on fixed investment, 

public-private partnerships, economic growth, job 

creation and ultimately on social stability.

None of this is sanguine for so long as talk 

from people in power, laden with populist clichés, 

has sinister rings. That’s all the more reason for a 

counter-thrust from the people expected to pay 

these pipers. They too have power, and a regulatory 

obligation as well.

Allan Greenblo,

Editorial Director 
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TRADE UNIONS

Aftermath of Marikana
Mineworkers’ savings get shot in Bophelo while the 

battle between Amcu and NUM flares in retirement funds. 

A
ll hell has broken loose on the North West 

platinum belt in the rivalry between the 

Association of Mineworkers & Construction 

Union, formed after the Marikana tragedy in August 

2012, and the National Union of Mineworkers, 

displaced from its majority status on mines in the 

Rustenburg area.

It’s ominous that their rivalry now extends to 

the pension-fund space. That Amcu has set out to 

form its own retirement fund, in opposition to the 

Mineworkers Provident Fund traditionally comprising 

mainly NUM members, is the tip of an iceberg.

Below this tip, in danger territory, lie the mines’ 

participating employers in the funds long established 

for their employees: Anglo Platinum in the Amplats 

Group Provident Fund (Sibanye being admitted as 

principal employer from November, having bought 

certain Anglo Platinum mines) and Impala Platinum 

in the Implats Workers Provident Fund.

The Financial Services Board is also involved: first, 

through legal challenges respectively brought by both 

the Amplats and Implats funds concerning trustees; 

second, by the debacle at Mvunonala subsidiary 

Bophelo Benefit Services. It had failed to pay, from 

monies entrusted to it, mineworkers’ child dependents 

on them reaching adulthood.

Matters are being unceremoniously brought to 

a head. It was reported in March by City Press that 

Bophelo had lost R255m, and possibly as much as 

R560m, of money belonging to mineworkers in 

the Amplats fund. At much the same time, seven 

Implats fund trustees (said to be Amcu members) 

were arrested for allegedly having attempted to extort 

bribes from funeral-schemes operator Arian Solutions 

Group.

Two points are worth noting because they might 

become relevant as these matters progress. One is 

the Public Investment Corporation’s 30% ownership 

of Bophelo Insurance Group. The PIC’s significant 

stake would have offered comfort to Bophelo clients. 

The other is that nothing by the name of Arian or 

similar emerges from a search of FSB records. The 

FSB confirms that Arian Solutions Group is not a 

registered provider of financial services.

That said, the FSB deserves to feel uncomfortable. 

In order to avert another Fidentia disaster and for the 

protection funds’ beneficiaries, Pensions Registrar 

Dube Tshidi had been instrumental in the launch of 

beneficiary funds under FSB supervision. Yet again 

there’s something that smacks of Fidentia.

Further, in May the Registrar appointed a statutory 

manager to Bophelo Benefit Services and the Bophelo 

Beneficiary Fund. Making the announcement, the 

FSB said that last July it had “conducted a routine 

on-site visit on BBS and made certain findings in a 

preliminary report”. So there doesn’t appear to have 

been much preemptive action to avert what was 

destined to happen.
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Then there’s the litigation.

In November the High Court in Johannesburg 

granted Anglo Platinum, the principal employer of 

the Amplats fund, an urgent order declaring that 

Salt Employee Benefits had not been appointed as 

administrator of the Amplats fund and that Devadasen 

Somiah had not been appointed as the fund’s principal 

officer.

Anglo Platinum finance director Ian Botha stated 

on affidavit that there’d been “considerable dissent” 

between trustees of the Amplats fund, endangering the 

fund’s “very existence”. The most important areas of 

dissent were the status of Salt, purportedly appointed 

by trustees as the fund’s new administrator, and of 

Somiah, purportedly appointed as the fund’s new 

principal officer.

Without finality to the disputes, Davis warned, 

there’d be “extremely dire consequences for the 

(Amplats fund) and for the many thousands of its 

members who are overwhelmingly (Anglo Platinum) 

employees”. The fund’s board had expeditiously to 

consider the offer by Sanlam for continuation of its 

administration services (i.e. not to be replaced by Salt) 

and to find a new principal officer on whom fund 

trustees could agree.

With the declaratory granted, normality is restored 

at Amplats. At least for now.

On the Implats fund, board abnormalities aren’t 

dissimilar. There’ll possibly soon be an appeal against 

the Registrar’s appointment of particular trustees. He’d 

effectively removed from office the trustees that the 

employer, Impala Platinum, had appointed. This was 

allegedly without the employer’s approval.

Such are the power struggles. As they wage, the 

supremacy of fund members’ best interests daren’t be 

the loser. 
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All figures as at December 2016, unless otherwise stated. 
Source: Old Mutual Investment Group
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OUR CUSTOMER CHARTER
• We are committed to growing your wealth by 

delivering market-beating returns.

• We invest our money alongside yours, which 

means our investment goals and aspirations are 

closely aligned with yours.

• We invest responsibly for the long term, 

delivering good returns while also contributing 

to the greater good.

Old Mutual Investment Group is a leading African investment manager offering a full range of investment capabilities, spanning the listed and 

unlisted universe. We are committed to delivering market-beating returns in a socially responsible and sustainable manner – a commitment that is 

enshrined in our Investment Partnership agreements with our investment boutiques. 

We are focused on being a responsible steward of the assets we manage and benefiting the communities in which we invest. 

WHO WE ARE



OUR COMMITMENT TO 
RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT
Old Mutual Investment Group’s commitment to responsible investment (RI) is founded on an understanding of the growing sustainability trend and 

its potential to impact the competitive landscape across sectors. Consequently, we believe that incorporating the consideration of relevant material 

environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors into our investment and ownership decisions is aligned with the pursuit of superior long-term risk-

adjusted returns for our beneficiaries, clients and society at large. Across Old Mutual Investment Group, we are focused on driving progress in the 

following two areas:

• Embedding the appropriate mechanisms to incorporate the consideration of material ESG risks and opportunities into our investment and 

ownership practices across all asset classes in a manner consistent with our duties to clients. We see this as central to the delivery of our 

professional client service.

• Offering our clients access to a world-class suite of green economy investment capabilities. We see a growing opportunity to invest in socially 

inclusive, resource-efficient and low carbon growth assets. Our efforts in RI form an important component in enabling the broader Old Mutual 

Responsible Business programme, which is focused on unlocking shared value opportunities across our business. This programme is central to 

our Group goal of enabling positive futures. Our business has a boutique operating structure, which means the individual boutiques each have 

their own approach to RI that is aligned with their specific asset class and investment philosophy.

OUR MULTI-BOUTIQUE 
APPROACH
Our investment capabilities are managed by a range of independent investment boutiques, each focusing on its own specialist investment area. 

Each boutique has its own unique philosophy, proprietary research capability and robust investment process. This gives our investment boutiques the 

autonomy and focus required to deliver what is expected of them consistently over the long term. And it gives our clients a single point of access 

to world-class, specialist expertise in a comprehensive range of investment capabilities. As an awarding-winning pan-African investor, we are 

dedicated to implementing RI practices across our boutiques. In respect of this application across our business, we recognise:

• the responsibility of boutiques to adhere to their client mandates; and

• each boutique has its own indepenAdent investment philosophy, style and asset class speciality, and hence the approach to RI commitment will 

vary from boutique to boutique.



FUND ADMINISTRATION

Litany of 
irregularity

Big problems with big pension fund. 
FSB must act. 

Or disclose how it has.

W
ith the Pension Funds Adjudicator 

having called on the Pension Funds 

Registrar to investigate the conduct 

and licensing conditions of Akani Retirement Fund 

Administrators, most recently over the Bokamaso 

retirement fund (TT March-May), it isn’t only she 

who continues to be unhappy with Akani. Clearly, 

participants in the giant Municipal Employees 

Pension Fund are unhappy too. Apparently the 

Financial Services Board is unhappy also.

This is evident from a report by the FSB that 

followed an on-site visit to the MEPF offices as far 

back as June 2014. The report is pretty damning. 

Yet at least one of the large unions representing 

employees has been urging the SA Local 

Government Bargaining Council to use its clout for 

the matter to be resolved. 

For its part, the FSB says that it has no comment 

on the content of its now years-old report. What’s 

then been done about its findings? Nothing? If there 

have been any outcomes, the FSB doesn’t say.

The MEPF is administered by Akani. Within 

the MEPF, as its contributing employers, are 122 

municipalities. About 17 000 members of the fund are 

members of either the SA Municipal Workers Union 

or the Independent Municipal & Allied Trade Union.

Members of the MEPF had complained 

to the FSB about irregularities in the fund’s 

administration. Their allegations have been 

recorded to include:

Akani’s active involvement in the fund’s affairs, 

making and implementing its own decisions for 

the fund;

Akani directors being on the fund’s board and 

 management committee;

Akani being remunerated “in excess of industry 

 norms” for administration services;

Akani having effective control of the fund for 

which it makes operational, strategic, investment 

and executive decisions.

Following its 2014 visit to the MEPF, the FSB 

reported:
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On the processes and controls used by Akani, 

instances were discovered where information on 

the administration platform were not reflected 

in the annual financial statements e.g. the late 

payment of interest on benefits and transfers;

Irregularities were discovered with regard to the 

agreement concluded between the fund and 

Akani i.e. the costs of travel, accommodation 

and subsistence allowances of Akani’s personnel 

and trustees of the fund;

The fund’s board of trustees was not constituted

in terms of fund rules. Appointments of 

the independent member and pensioner 

representative were irregular;

There was a “high risk on inconsistency” on the 

 election of trustees;

On terms of office for the management-

committee members, the pensioner board 

member and office bearers, irregularities were 

discovered;

No documentation could be found for the 

appointment of the (then) current independent 

chairperson, the deputy chairperson and 

the pensioner representative. There were 

irregularities in the election of the chairperson 

to the board of trustees;

In bank statements provided to the FSB, member 

contributions had not been paid according to 

fund rules;

The fund’s principal officer had a fully-furnished 

office in the premises of Akani, casting doubt on 

the principal officer’s independence;

Unclaimed benefits that had accrued were 

transferred to Akani. All proceeds from the 

distribution of death benefits, in respect of 

minors and gratuities, were transferred to Akani;

The fund and/or Akani made misrepresentations 

to the Registrar on the rule amendment related 

to the reduction of withdrawal benefits of fund 

members on resignation. No evidence could be 

found that members had been informed of the 

reduction before the resolution was taken by the 

board of trustees.

Having asked FSB executive officer Dube Tshidi 

what’s happened as a result of this report, a 

spokesperson for the FSB responded: “As pointed 

out in the complaint, the FSB conducted an on-site 

visit into the affairs of the fund on 27 June 2014. 

Our findings are contained in the report attached to 

the complaint. We have no further comment more 

than what is contained in this report.”

It is hardly a satisfactory state of affairs. In the 

2013-14 annual report of her office, Adjudicator 

Muvhango Lukhaimane singled out the MEPF 

for ignoring its own rules when computing a 

withdrawal benefit. Yet the MEPF subsequently did 

it again, causing her to award punitive damages to a 

member against the fund. In effect, this left wholly-

innocent fund members to bear the punitive costs 

while the MEPF trustees and administrator Akani 

escaped penalty (TT March-May 2015).

There must be something special about Akani in 

averting the Registrar’s wrath. 
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Retirement fund trustees have to meet 
challenging goals; above all, to achieve the 
highest possible rate of return for fund members 
while limiting downside risk and volatility of 
returns. Yet in the current climate of increased 
volatility and lowered return expectations, 
reaching these objectives has become 

So how do institutional investors meet the return 
objectives of fund members without exposing 
them to substantial risk of short-term capital 
losses?

Where capital protection is a priority, many 
trustees have begun to accept that they must be 
willing to re-examine their investment strategies 
and investigate more tactical 
ways to achieve their investment 
goals. Increasingly popular is the 
absolute-return strategy. 

In absolute returns, we have 
two distinct goals. One is 
capital protection over a rolling 
12-month period. The other 
is delivery of an explicit real-
return target over a typically 

fundamentally different from the 
usual benchmark-cognisant type 
funds that are measured relative to a particular 
index, or even against funds that use peer groups 
as benchmarks. 

In our absolute-return space, we have to meet 

returns at minimal levels of volatility. 

High priority is given to minimising capital losses, 
so the idea is to have both a capital-protection 
and a real-return mindset. Absolute-return 
strategies also generate an “asymmetric return 

lower and fewer negative returns. The key is a 
dynamic risk-management process that limits the 
probability of large portfolio losses.

participation in the upside is roughly two-thirds 
greater than participation in the downside.

Source: Sanlam Investments, 2017

Asymmetric returns are also useful in behavioural 

investor behaviour by creating a smoother 

Use absolute-return investment strategies to navigate the current climate 
of increased volatility and risk, suggests Natasha Narsingh, 

head of Absolute Returns at Sanlam Investments.

How to protect capital 
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that investors feel the pain of loss twice as much 
as the joy of gains, triggering reactions (such 
as irrational fear) which may lead to investors 
making poor decisions. 

Achieving sustainable, positive absolute returns 
is the result of taking and managing risk wisely 
i.e. an active risk-management process where 

the marketplace are accounted for. A properly 
executed active risk-management process 

more and higher returns on the upside, fewer and 
lower returns on the downside.

Risk management in an absolute return context 

against an absolute yardstick where the return 
objective is to generate a positive compounding 
of capital while the risk-neutral position is capital 
protection.

However, in a relative-return context (such as 

perceived and managed as ‘tracking risk’. In this 
context, the investor is exposed to both upward 
and downward swings in the asset class.

Although we draw on several tools, essentially 
there is a conservative application of our
pragmatic value philosophy, together with the use 
of protective strategies or derivatives.

We look at relative valuations across all asset 
classes to support our dynamic asset-allocation 
decisions. Our equity valuations, driven 
from bottom-up stocking  picking, are key to 
determining the parameters of our protective 
structures.

This combination of derivatives, with a 
fundamental valuation underpin, acts as a 
protective structure (or hedge) against equity-
market falls. It aims to achieve the highest 
possible rate of return per unit of risk taken, while 
minimising the risk of capital losses on a rolling 
12-month basis. 

We operate dynamically across all local and 
offshore asset classes. These include equities, 

and listed property to adapt to relative market 
valuations.

www.sanlaminvestments.com
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ESKOM

Peculiar 
situation

Much more needs to be revealed about goings-on in the 
background of arrangements being kept confidential.

D
etails are emerging about the R30m payout, 

described as a pension, to Eskom chief 

executive Brian Molefe (see Currents). With 

his return to the hot seat, his remuneration package 

(inclusive of the payout) is subject to review. A 

necessary reference point is an assessment of the 

value, to Eskom alone, from his previous service; 

specifically, whether there was value created or 

destroyed by his Gupta relationships.

Eskom is accordingly invited to offer evidence 

that the “private arbitration” between itself and 

Tegeta Exploration & Resources, over the R2bn 

penalty imposed by Eskom on Optimum Coal Mine 

when it was owned by Glencore, existed at all. It can 

do so by providing information that, irrespective of 

any arrangement to set up the “private arbitration”, 

should be in the public domain:

Who instigated the “private arbitration” and on 

 what date;

Whether Molefe was Eskom chief executive at 

 the time;

When the hearing was held;

The identity of the arbitrator;

How the arbitrator was selected.

Eskom has already said that it cannot disclose 

the “contents of the agreement” (the settlement 

amount) because the arbitration had been private. 

However, the contents of an agreement can 

normally be divulged with the consent of the parties 

to it.

Further, Eskom’s argument offers insufficient 

ground to keep secret the background to the 

arbitration. Neither is there an obvious reason that 

those involved with the arbitration, and its terms 

of reference, need also remain a mystery; even to 

government which, through the Department of 

Public Enterprises, is its shareholder.

What must be put to rest is any suspicion 

that “private arbitration” is a euphemism for a 

quiet discussion effectively between Molefe and 
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representatives of the Gupta family, newly the main 

owner of Tegeta. It would be easy for Eskom, if it 

wanted, to dispel any doubts.

The doubts arise from perusal of the share 

contract in which Glencore agreed to donate 

Optimum to Tegeta subject to two conditions. The 

first was that Eskom agrees to waive the R2bn in 

penalties against Glencore. The second was that 

Eskom releases Glencore from its guarantee for all 

obligations owed by Optimum (in business rescue) 

to Eskom.

These conditions were clearly met because the 

contract proceeded to implementation. Moreover, 

this was probably because Eskom had waived 

its R2bn claim against Glencore and released 

Glencore from its guarantee obligations for zero 

consideration. In that event, what was there to be 

arbitrated between Eskom and Tegeta?

Glencore’s donation to Tegeta of its shareholding 

in Optimum, reputedly at the insistence of Mineral 

Resources minister Mosebenzi Zwane, implies 

that Eskom wrote off a R2bn asset for which 

Glencore was good. This was a result of Eskom’s 

abandonment of the Glencore obligations without 

having demanded any alternative value or security.

A write-off of R2bn would obviously be reduced 

by the amount settled in the “private arbitration”, 

if indeed there was such an amount and Tegeta has 

indeed paid it. Even had Tegeta paid say R500m, it 

would still leave a R1,5bn write-off. Add to this the 

R650m in an advance payment by Eskom to Tegeta, 

allegedly for coal to be supplied by Optimum, and it 

seems pretty evident that Eskom was keen to pursue 

the Tegeta deal with unbridled enthusiasm.

Little is left to the imagination. 

Molefe . . . questions, questions
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Is ‘smart beta’ the 
new active investing?

The challenge today is how to blend active and 
passive building blocks into more diversified, risk-
smart portfolios. Understanding the risk factors in 

your portfolio will lead to better insights and more informed 
portfolio construction decisions.

In general, active investment managers’ processes 
would systematically produce portfolios with particular 
risk characteristics. This is due to their respective 
philosophies and how they filter, analyse and construct 
their portfolios. The passive industry is able to extract these 
risk characteristics (‘value’, ‘momentum’, ‘quality’ etc) for 
retirement funds and other institutional investors, with the 
retirement fund member being the ultimate beneficiary.

‘Smart beta’ in full bloom
Smart beta (also called factor investing) attempts to capture 
those common risk characteristics (factors) such as value, 
quality or momentum that seek to provide investors with 
a compensating return (premium) over the market for 
exposure to that risk. It is important that these factors are 
implemented against an index and that no human liberties 
are afforded when such attributes are harvested in the 
capital market.

Adding a passive multi-asset class solution to your 
active vehicle will not compromise performance
Multi-asset class passive balanced funds provide further 
options if an institutional investor is looking for balanced 
exposure to all asset classes necessary for diversification. 
These products showcase the strong influence of strategic 
asset allocation which, measured static exposure to all 
headline asset classes necessary for diversification, 

remains a significant driver of a balanced fund’s return. 
Further, understand the risk premia that characterise each 
asset class. For example, practitioners are changing the 
conversation from talking about bonds to the components 
that make up the premia e.g. duration and credit standing.

Smarter, diversified portfolio construction decisions
For retirement fund trustees and consultants, smart beta is a 
powerful concept if you understand the different risk factors 
already operating within active investment portfolios.

Within our local industry, most active managers tend to 
exhibit the value bias in varying degrees. Combining these 
managers then leads to a portfolio that has a compounded 
value bias. When the value style struggles (as was the case 
prior to Jan 2016), the portfolio is impacted directly with no 
mitigating influence. 

There is a way to offset this risk, leading to improved 
diversification. For instance, momentum and value index 
products have shown to be inverse in character; when 
momentum is performing, value tends to struggle, and 
vice versa. Juxtaposed with the value style, a momentum 
style exposes you to price and earnings momentum factors 
– attributes you will rarely find in a domestic, actively 
managed fund.

Smart beta funds therefore make it possible to deviate 
meaningfully and systematically from the JSE All Share or 
Top 40 Index, diversifying across styles. One can choose 
the styles (risk characters) that you want and offset the ones 
to which you want less exposure.

No performance compromise
We believe that markets are naturally inefficient. 

Globally the debate has long moved on from active versus passive to how these can be combined 
to assist investors optimally achieve their overall investment objectives. Jason Swartz, head of 

Portfolio Solutions at Satrix, believes that both active and passive funds can blend well together in 
a diversified portfolio. Much of the perceived disparity between the two is due to the few remaining 

myths that still surround active versus passive.



Behavioural finance experts say that humans are prone 
to emotions such as fear and greed, which leads to 
inefficiencies in the market. Smart beta can effectively take 
advantage of those inefficiencies.

It is a big misconception that, because markets are 
inefficient, we need an active manager alone to capitalise 
on the opportunities presented. This is where the evolution 
of smart beta plays its critical role. 

No longer does an index tracker simply track a market-
capitalisation weighted index (providing exposure to pure 
market beta), but any market or risk factor can also be 
tracked to realise a multitude of objectives. In that sense, 
choosing a particular passive strategy to achieve inflation-
beating returns can very much be an active decision.

Our capital market is a closed system. Market cycles 
can work for and against us, and within this system there 
will always be winners and losers against the broad market. 
Active and passive can work together to help clients reach 
their overall investment objective, by mitigating the harmful 
cycles that work against them and ‘capitalising’ on those 
cycles that work for them, while also beating the broad 
market.

How skill is measured amongst active managers is 
important. True manager skill is rare. In the vast spectrum 
of products and investment managers, be careful how you 
define and quantify skill. Rather be curious about passive 
products which can assist you reach your investment 
objectives. Maintaining exposure to the broad market or 

a factor (value, momentum or quality) is one example of 
managing risk when one is not convinced of the extent 
of skill out there while trying to adhere to your overall 
investment strategy.

Diverse returns for portfolio construction
Smart beta building blocks perform more predictably and 
reliably relative to one another. Each style drives the market 
at some time and is equally out of favour at a different time. 
For example, momentum outperforms during boom times 
but underperforms in weak economic times. One would also 
expect more defensive strategies, such as low volatility and 
value, to do better in these times – and they do.

Understanding the source and nature of all the risks 
to which a fund is exposed provides clearer insight into 
the extent and nature of the risk premium (compensating 
return) on offer. The marriage between this and sound 
risk-management practice is pivotal to reaching one’s 
investment objectives.

To be truly diversified, one needs to combine an optimal 
blend of both active and passive. This will also enable 
better portfolio construction. With smart beta, factors (risk 
characteristics) perform more predictably and reliably over time.

Smart beta (or factor investing) offers a way to focus 
on risks that are rewarded systematically. It is a strategy 
that attempts to provide investors with systematic 
outperformance and is designed to be more cost-effective 
than pure active management.

Disruptive innovation
Smart beta products are a disruptive but welcome financial 
innovation. They have the potential to significantly reshape 
the business of traditional active management. They have 
redefined what active management has labelled as ‘alpha’ via 
simple, transparent, rules-based portfolios delivered at lower 
fees. They are quickly redefining the ‘new active’. 

Both active and passive players have an important 
role in our capital market’s liquidity and price discovery. 
Both active and passive disciplines can be combined in 
investment portfolios to help trustees reach their funds’ 
investment objectives.

www.satrix.co.za
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CURRENTS

It gets worse

W
ere the Eskom transaction with the Gupta-

related Optimum Coal not sufficiently 

bizarre (see elsewhere in this TT edition), 

a theatre of the absurd is compounded by the series of 

subsequent events in rapid succession: the departure 

from Eskom of chief executive Brian Molefe; the award 

by the Eskom board to him of a R30m bonsella; the 

disguise of the bonsella as a “pension” through the Eskom 

Pension & Provident Fund; then by its reversal when 

Molefe returned to Eskom.

Add to these the contradictory statements from Public 

Enterprises Minister Lynne Brown to explain the chain 

through its various links. She and the Eskom board have 

been unable to produce a consistent spin. Then, to top it 

all, the EPPF became obliged to speak out on its use or 

abuse as the conduit for Molefe’s R30m.

Until Molefe hit the fan, the EPPF enjoyed a record 

unblemished by public-interest controversies. That now 

changes. Each time EPPF chief executive and principal 

officer Sibusiso Luthuli attempts to explain the purported 

“pension” arrangement for Molefe,– the now you see 

him, now you don’t, now you see him again Eskom chief 

executive – more smoke rises from the fire.

SA’s second largest retirement fund after the 

Government Employees Pension Fund, at end-June 

last year the EPPF had R1,3 trillion in assets under 

management for some 85 000 members and pensioners. 

Its governance is by a 14-person board where seven 

trustees are appointed by employer Eskom and the other 

seven are elected by EPPF pensioners, non-unionised and 

unionised in-service members. 

Unlike the GEPF, the EPPF falls under the Pension 

Funds Act and is 

therefore subject to 

supervision by the 

Financial Services 

Board. Because the 

payout to Molefe 

falls away by his 

reappointment to 

Eskom, the FSB 

can be relieved that 

its intervention is 

unnecessary. 

In his most recent missive, Luthuli is at pains to 

point out that the EPPF does not involve itself in the 

exit negotiations between employer and employee, or in 

arrangements of the employer’s business. The granting 

of early-retirement benefits, without penalties, can only 

be initiated at the request of the employer. This is usually 

preceded by an agreement, to which the EPPF isn’t party, 

between the employer and the affected employee.

Luthuli adds: “In this instance, the employer 

[Eskom] agreed to exit the employee [Molefe] in terms 

of [EPPF] rules 28 and 21(4) and notified the EPPF 

accordingly. On this basis EPPF actuarially calculated 

the exit cost which amounted to R30,1m and which 

the employer paid to EPPF to ensure that the fund is 

financially neutral. The R30,1m was not paid directly to 

the member.”

Okay, so check out the relevant rules. Rule 28 deals 

only with retrenchment. But Molefe had not been 

retrenched. 

Rule 21(4) deals with the employer making a special 

Use of the EPPF for the intended Molefe payout should never have been 
contemplated, let alone pursued. The fund isn’t a laundry.

Luthuli . . . couldn’t say no
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payment to the fund for addition to the member’s 

pensionable service. But this rule also provides that it’s 

for the EPPF board, after consultation with its actuary, to 

determine “such period of past service”. Thus, in making 

its determination, the EPPF board must have been 

unfazed by Molefe’s past service of only 21 months.

Further, it’s for the employer to explain how it 

computed the R30,1m that Eskom paid to the fund for 

Molefe. The EPPF “clarification” passes the ball right back 

to Brown, for her to disclose whether the Eskom board 

decided with or without her approval to compensate 

Molefe for the balance of his five-year contract. 

Molefe had earned R9,5m, inclusive of salary and 

bonus, for the financial year to end-March 2016. The 

R30,1m, arguably a golden handshake, pretty much 

equates the annual R9,5m projected for the 39 months 

that his contract had still to run.

Equally obscure is why, rather than how, the EPPF 

acted as the vehicle for the bonsella’s routing. Luthuli does 

his best to deal with the how, tying tighter knots as he 

does so. It’s for Brown to elucidate on the why, not least to 

remove the stain from the EPPF’s collaboration.

• As this TT edition went to press, Brown was set to 

be grilled by parliament’s portfolio committee on public 

enterprises about Eskom and Molefe.

Promises, promises

In its latest annual report, the Financial Services 

Board identifies as “the key risk” in stakeholder 

relationships “stakeholders who may not fully 

understand our mandate and the legislative framework 

under which the regulator operates. About to be 

absorbed under ‘Twin Peaks’ to supervise market 

conduct, it claims 

to have “focused 

on strengthening 

relationships with all our 

stakeholders”.

So it should be, but 

isn’t. For instance, the 

category of “local media” 

is listed as a stakeholder. 

Under “what they need 

from us”, transparency 

is included. Then, under “issues raised/response” it 

mentions spokespeople being readily available and an 

enhanced website. If only it were so. In the experience of 

TT, a few recent examples:

 Some spokespeople are readily available and 

invariably helpful. FSB executive officer Dube Tshidi 

isn’t amongst them. Neither is he much in evidence 

for the “better visibility of FSB representatives on 

public platforms”, part of the FSB’s proclaimed 

commitment;

 For the litigation between Rosemary Hunter and 

the FSB, last November FSB-appointed inspector 

Jonathan Mort filed court papers which said that 

his second report should be read in conjunction 

with his third report which was “concerned with the 

treatment of unclaimed benefits in the funds listed 

in the KPMG summary”. Yet the FSB won’t make this 

third report available;

 Following the recent High Court judgment on 

contingency fees in the Sable matter, summarised 

elsewhere, Tshidi was requested to supply a 

schedule of funds under curatorship and the fees 

arrangements for them. The purpose was to facilitate 

efforts by members of other funds on whether they 

might seek redress similar to Sable. Tshidi did not 

respond to the request;

 So far as curators’ reports are concerned, the FSB 

website is useless. Information provided on it is 

sporadic and out of date. For instance, the FSB’s most 

recent statement on the 15-year curatorship on the 

Saccawu national provident fund is a media release 

dated 4 June 2014. There’s nothing on progress to get 

the fund out of curatorship, if indeed there has been 

progress. When asked, the FSB doesn’t respond.

The annual report also says that the FSB’s leadership 

ethos is based on transparency, accountability and 

responsibility. Thanks for that. Imagine how much worse 

it would be if the ethos were based on opaqueness, non-

answerability and irresponsibility; especially from the 

new overseer of others’ market conduct.
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A long life

Far from dying is the 

FSB’s contentious 

cancellations of 

“dormant” pension funds’ 

registrations.

Firstly, former FSB 

deputy executive officer for 

retirement funds Rosemary 

Hunter is nothing if not a 

fighter. Determined not to 

let her dispute rest until monies in cancelled funds are 

properly quantified, and earmarked for beneficiaries, 

she’s asking the Supreme Court of Appeal to overturn 

the rejection of her application by Gauteng acting judge 

H F Jacobs to appeal against his judgment (TT March-

May).

In her application to the SCA, Hunter again 

argues for a court-supervised investigation into the 

cancellations project because she’d lost confidence in 

the willingness of the FSB and Finance Minister Malusi 

Gigaba “to conduct full and unbiased investigations 

without such supervision”.

She also enumerates areas where she contends that 

the judge had erred, such as his reference to there being 

so many disputes of fact that he saw no purpose in 

listing any of them. “There were no material disputes of 

fact relevant to the relief I sought,” Hunter argues. “The 

only real disputes were in relation to law, not fact, and 

related to the standard of proof that a fund had no assets 

and liabilities.”

Secondly, in April the FSB issued for comment a 

draft circular to clarify the requirements for cancellation 

of a fund’s registration. “A fund will have ceased to exist 

where such fund no longer has any assets, liabilities 

or members or litigation pending against it,” says the 

circular. “Where a fund intends to apply to the registrar 

for the cancellation of its registration . . . guidance (is) 

required to enable the registrar to be satisfied that a 

fund has ceased to exist.” 

Some people might have thought, perhaps 

mistakenly, that this was always the case. However, the 

circular does specify the information that the registrar 

requires.

For the record

Good has come from 

Futuregrowth’s 

broadside last August 

about investment in state-

owned enterprises. Chief 

investment officer Andrew 

Canter points out that 

Futuregrowth has had, 

and continues to have, 

productive engagements 

with several SOEs: “These 

appear to have served both 

investors, in assessing and monitoring issuers, and 

those particular SOEs, in their ability to access capital-

market funding. Some other less transparent SOEs are 

struggling to borrow in the public capital markets.”

He insists that responsible investors should be 

allocating capital to enterprises with sustainable 

practices and governance. Rightly so.

Why then should Futuregrowth have sparked a 

storm? Perhaps the answer begins with the ANN7 

interview where he was grilled by a panel of “experts”, 

including the facts-averse Jimmy Manyi.

It’s available on YouTube. For those feeling a little 

chilly this winter, it’s sure to get them hot if only under 

the collar.

Clueless savers

Consumers do not consider fees and charges to be 

a vital component of value for money in pensions, 

according to a survey of 15 000 pension-scheme 

members as reported by FTAdviser.

The UK study, which sought consumer views on 

the meaning of “value for money”, found that they were 

much more concerned with such issues as good returns 

and the security of their savings. Of the 23 attributes 

that members rated as important, charges didn’t make it 

even into the top 10.

The survey also found that members did not 

necessarily make the link between charges and returns, 

and that they had a low level of understanding pensions.

Sounds familiar. 
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STATE FUND

Social 
ambitions

A grand scheme is back on the table. 
The noble intentions are spelled out but the finer details aren’t. 

I
ntroduction of umbrella funds was supposed 

to have bred a new era of cost and administrative 

simplicity. To an extent, it has. But it has also 

sparked fresh layers of complexity. As the number of 

funds have proliferated, in different types for different 

market segments, so too has the number of options 

for fund sponsors as well as participating employers 

indirectly including their employees.

Additional complications arise from the 

imminence (if that’s what it is) of the state-run 

National Social Security Fund. That the proposals 

were published shortly before the Christmas holidays 

by the unimpressive Social Development minister 

Bathabile Dlamini, and looked pretty much a rehash 

of the department’s 2012 effort, perhaps caused the 

document to be lost on the radar (TT March-May).

But it had better jump right back on. A social-

security plan has been insisted upon by organised 

labour (so described) as a prerequisite for its 

cooperation with National Treasury’s retirement-

reform initiatives. Thus will Social Development and 

National Treasury somehow have to get together their 

respective acts since polarisations have become even 

sharper than they were in 2012.

It’s against this background that a recent Actuarial 

Society seminar was an eye-opener. Addressed by Sara 

Herbert of Old Mutual Corporate Consultants and 

Rowan Burger of Momentum (in his personal capacity 

and trying to be apolitical), they pointed to a host of 

problems. In the present mad milieu, solutions were 

less obvious.

Herbert noted there were now no fewer that 

445 different umbrella funds ranging type from 

commercial, dominated by a handful of large 

life-company sponsors, to industry funds such as 

bargaining councils. The commercial umbrellas, to 

single them out as the biggest players, offered different 

packages with increasing levels of choice and cost. 

How are potential participants ever to get their heads 

around them for the optimal benefit of fund members?

She also suggested a particular challenge for trade-

union funds that mainly comprise lower-paid 

employees. To the extent that such individuals would 

be unable or unrequired to contribute to the NSSF, 

they’d be unable to benefit from it. 

At the bottom of the pyramid is the tax-funded 

state old-age pension (soap)where the poorer and 

indigent will be stuck. Next level is the NSSF to which 
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employees earning above an income threshold will 

have to contribute. Above it is the level of provider-

sponsored funds. Come the NSSF and, as Burger’s 

slide illustrates above, they’ll be squeezed to support 

the NSSF.

Focusing his presentation on the NSSF, Burger put 

some questions that beg answers:

How is trust in a state-run system to be   

 established?

Where there’s a dependence on six million 

contributors in a population of 50m, what would 

be acceptable levels for “solidarity” and cross-

subsidisation between NSSF contributors and non-

contributors?

What will be the NSSF’s investment objectives, 

 for instance to mitigate returns and stimulate job 

 creation?

Will the NSSF’s distribution costs compare 

 favourably or unfavourably against the private 

 sector?

Here we go again. Another day, another policy 

argument to be contextualised in a fiscally-convoluted 

economy.  
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COVER STORY

Requirements 
for redress

To a greater or lesser degree, every society has economic inequalities. 
In SA they cannot be allowed to continue at current levels, 

let alone to worsen.

E
nough already with the bewailing of SA’s 

deeply-ingrained inequalities. They’re as readily 

visible as they’re pervasive and explosive. 

Politicians hammer on, inclined not only to speak in 

clichés but also to think in them. Left to their own 

devices, little good can come from populist bombast.

By contrast, because of their pools of capital 

available for investment, there is much that retirement 

funds can do; that they should do in the interests 

of those who supply the capital, being just about 

everybody who tries to save money for future use of 

themselves and their dependents. A recent discussion 

paper of the UN-backed Principles for Responsible 

Investment, authored by David Wood of the Harvard 

Kennedy School, set out three basic reasons:

Inequality, and its growth, might have negative 

consequences to investors’ long-term investment 

performance;

The emergence of inequality as a topic of domestic 

and global concern may change the risks and 

opportunities that affect the available universe of 

investment opportunities;

Inequality might negatively affect the financial 

system in which investors participate and in which 

beneficiaries live.

All this seems screamingly obvious. But if 

economic growth is the prerequisite for inequality to 

be redressed, which must surely be accepted, then the 

mechanisms by which inequality can negatively affect 

growth bear emphasis (see box). They resonate in SA.

What’s to be done?

Now, one can become bogged down in arguing over 

wealth and income disparities. The former are more 

complex and contentious because they often relate 

to an historical build-up of assets. This leads back to 

legacy issues, such as superior education and estate 

inheritances, that aren’t peculiar to SA. To seek the 

redress of inequalities by a wealth tax, being mooted, 

invites a backlash similar to land expropriation 

without compensation, also being mooted; both 

risking consequences predictably more adverse than 

benign.

Income disparities have more to do with 

remuneration differentials in the current environment. 

There can also be dispute over veracity of the much-
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quoted Gini coefficient, a measure of inequality that 

might embrace only people in formal employment 

(where SA doesn’t shape too badly, relatively, on the 

Gini scale) or in society as a whole (where the extent 

of joblessness causes it to shape horribly).

The point is made because these issues should 

not be allowed to detract from the practicalities of 

what’s within the remit of retirement funds to address. 

Specifically, as an alternative to the conventional 

concentration on listed securities, they can look 

more aggressively to support for infrastructure, 

entrepreneurship and job-creation investments.

At the recent UNPRI seminar in Johannesburg, 

guest speaker Wood of Harvard was strong on how 

economic inequality was a drag on economic growth. 

Citing IMF research, he noted: “If the income share 

of the top 20% (the rich) increases, then gdp growth 

actually declines over the medium term, suggesting 

that the benefits do not trickle down. In contrast, an 

increase in the income share of the bottom 20% (the 

poor) is associated with higher gdp growth.”

He’s concerned about poor linkages between the 

financial system and the real economy, hence about 

the impact of “responsible investment”. When it 

comes to ESG (environmental, social and governance) 

performance of companies, neither they nor investors 

were paying nearly as much attention to the S in risks 

of inequalities as to the E in risks of climate change.

In a turbulent political and economic environment, 

it’s difficult for trustees of retirement funds to think 

in the long term. But, contended Wood, they simply 

had to initiate a much more lucid discourse about 

long-termism right down to the dividend policies of 

investee companies.

Support came from Heather Jackson of Ashburton 

Investments. Having set an example with her launch 

of the Jobs Fund (TT Dec ’14-Feb ’15), she was critical 

of most investors seeing listed equities as linked to 

economic growth. Over 60% of aggregate investment 

portfolios are in JSE-listed equities, two-thirds of 

which have revenues from offshore.

“Other assets classes are more aligned to economic 

development and resultant multiplier effects,” she 

argued. “Developmental requirements should be 

injected into investment mandates and push reporting 

requirements for the impact of investments tackling 

hard issues.”

Some don’t need such requirements, one being 

Futuregrowth which has established a record of solid 

returns from investment in social enterprises. Several 

other asset managers will also be looking keenly, for 

instance, at opportunities presented by Gauteng’s 

infrastructure programme.

Gauteng is wanting to raise R1,8 trillion over 

the next 15 years. “Investment in state-of-the-art 

infrastructure is not a luxury but a necessity,” urged 

premier David Makhura at the province’s May summit 

for institutional investors. The R46bn to be sought 

over the next three years would be spent on a variety 

of projects-- including human settlements, public 
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transport and industrial nodes – that would improve 

citizens’ lives and “contribute significantly to radical 

economic transformation”.

Back at the UNPRI seminar, it was keynote speaker 

Elias Masilela whose outspokenness stole the show. 

A commissioner on the National Development Plan 

and former chief executive of the Public Investment 

Corporation, the chair of DNA Economics is clearly 

frustrated by a reticence to focus on “the real issues”.

Unemployment, poverty and inequality were 

“mere symptoms” of a problem lying elsewhere in the 

economy. Time was being wasted in talking about 

symptoms, not sources, of the problem. It had to be 

resolved by households, corporates and pension funds 

taking collective responsibility.

It is fashionable to highlight growth and 

unemployment, he said, because that was what poor 

people wanted to hear: “But it is not fashionable to 

talk about building the right governance systems and 

building the right infrastructure for gaining access to 

good quality services.”

With the 1994 advent of democracy, South Africans 

were looking for better housing, education, health and 

transport. Today, education is bottom of the pile. People 

are more focused on such immediacies as food, water 

and energy. This told him that SA has regressed socially.

Structural inequality is illustrated by the poorest 

20% of South Africans accounting for less than 3% of 

total expenditure while the wealthiest 20% consumed 

65%. Also, unemployment amongst black matrics 

and graduates was disproportionately high. The same 

applies to skills in the workplace where there were four 

times more whites than blacks.

The common thread across inequality indicators 

is education and skills, Masilela stressed. After 

unemployment, according to StatsSA, inadequate 

years of schooling was the highest driver of poverty. 

Education, at the heart of SA’s inequality complex, 

should be part of the “social wage” in enhanced service 

delivery. That’s what organised labour wants, but 

paradoxically counters.

The “social wage” is being compromised in 

education by teachers’ strikes. The same applies in 

healthcare, affecting patients, and transport, affecting 

productivity. How to enliven the “social wage”, 

part of the “social compact” central to the National 

Development Plan, Masilela considers essential to 

the conversations that should be held if the prevailing 

psyche is to change.

The redress of inequalities, he insists, is premised 

on good governance. It involves a capable state, 

professional public service and policy certainty. All 

actions should be judged by “how sustainable they are 

and whether they contribute to or deduct from good 

governance”.

In this, pension funds are critical participants by 

sheer weight of their capital and common interests of 

their mass memberships. They’re the glue for a social 

compact, provided they use their influence for the 

purpose. 
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SAVINGS

Junk status
The term pretty much sums up the state of too many South Africans’ provision 

for retirement. Attitudes must change.

Y
ear in and year out, Sanlam and Old Mutual 

report their respective research into different 

aspects of SA retirement savings. Effort and 

expense go into the Sanlam Benchmark survey and the 

Old Mutual Retirement Monitor. Year in and year out, 

they refresh the levels of desperation at the accepted 

absence of a “savings culture”. What’s the point?

Ok, so the reports can provide a tool for sales 

consultants. Ok, so more people can be shocked 

into thinking about their retirement plans but not 

necessarily acting on them. Were it otherwise, there’d 

be bright spots to highlight. Without them, there’s a 

train smash taking place in slow motion.

It hardly bears repetition that South Africans 

are spending more than they’re saving. The habit is 

ingrained. And it won’t moderate, let alone reverse, 

at least until government leaders set the example by 

switching their behaviour to displays of austerity. It’s 

a big ask. But that’s with whom the research reports 

should land with the biggest thump. It’s unlikely. 

More likely is that the spendthrift consumption 

will continue, with the flashy vehicles and the snazzy 

attire and the perk indulgences, as will the crunch in 

household savings. The one is concomitant with the 

other, just like over-expenditures trigger the hardship 

of debt downgrades. Few in the public eye are setting 

models of constraint for lesser mortals to emulate. 

Surely an opportunity for political mileage is being 

missed.

The latest Sanlam survey focuses on the middle 

class, mainly respondents earning between R400 000 

and R1m a year. Most of them have post-matric 

qualifications. Neither their earnings nor their 

education offer relief from financial stress (defined 

as “emotions associated with the difficulties that an 

individual or household may have in meeting financial 

commitments due to a shortage or misuse of money”).

In fact, the survey finds that 73% of them 

experience financial stress. The survey being too polite 
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to attack the propensity for debt-

fuelled consumerism, it attributes the 

stress to such factors as obligations 

that range from support for members 

of an extended family to paying 

school and university fees, and not 

having sufficient for unexpected 

emergencies. As many as 42% admit 

that they’re simply unable to save for 

the future.

Their expectation, possibly 

forlorn, is that they’ll be able to work 

beyond retirement age. Where and at 

what remuneration in a low-growth 

economy? Or, probably inevitable, 

that they will reduce their living 

standards. By how much do they antcipate, given the compounding 

inflation of healthcare costs alone?

So we dream on. For a reality check, it could be useful if a future 

survey were to compare the pre-retirement expectations of respondents 

from say 10 years ago with the actual circumstances they ultimately 

confront in retirement.

Old Mutual surveyed 1 008 individuals, with matric and above, living 

in metropolitan areas and having full-time employment. It found:

Between the years 2012 and 2016, the number of working South 

 Africans intending wholly or partly to cash in their retirement savings 

 had increased from 19% to 35%;

30% have no formal retirement provision;

25% are in the “sandwich generation”, supporting  both child and adult 

 dependents;

73% believe that they have no alternative other than debt.

There you have it in a nutshell. The unanswered questions are who’s 

going to do what about it.

Viresh Maharaj, of Sanlam Employee Benefits, looks to employers: 

“Workplace-based financial wellness programmes provide the opportunity 

for them to address the drivers of their employees’ financial stress at 

scale. Amongst our respondents, six out of 10 indicated that they would 

be interested in such programmes. Another two out of 10 were open 

to such initiatives. Respondents expressed an appetite for programmes 

that include access to financial advisors, financial-literacy training and 

budgeting tools.”

Many employers do try. The trick is not so much in getting horses to 

the water as in getting them to drink. 

Maharaj . . . employers’ role
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One of the best known and frequently used 
quotes on the power of compound interest 

is attributed to the world-renowned physicist and 
scientist Albert Einstein.  He is believed to have 
said: “Compound interest is the eighth wonder of 
the world. He who understands it, earns it. He who 
doesn’t, pays it.” 

Over the past few years, the economic 
environment has become increasingly more 
constraining for both consumers and businesses. 
Economists are predicting that South Africa is 
heading towards a recession. The cost of living 

It therefore comes as no surprise that an 
alarming number of South Africans don’t even 
think about saving, let alone saving or investing 
money regularly to ensure that they make 
adequate provision for their retirement. 

amount of money in these tough economic 
times, the fact is that the longer 
you postpone it, the tougher it 
becomes and the less money you 
will have when you may need it 
most: in your retirement years 
when you may have no other 
source of income.

There’s an interesting proverb 
which reads: “The best time to 
plant a tree was 20 years ago. The
second best time is now.” Investing 
for retirement should follow the 

same philosophy. People should ideally start 
saving for retirement as soon as they possibly can. 
For most, this should be when they initially begin 
working. However, if you haven’t been saving 
towards your retirement, it’s never too late to start.

The impact of delaying your retirement savings

Delaying when you begin saving for retirement can 

Mandy. Both of them begin working at the age of 
25 and will retire at the age of 65.

Andy is a diligent saver. He immediately starts 
saving R5 000 at the beginning of every year 
towards his retirement in 40 years’ time. Assuming 
he can earn a net investment return of 10% per 
annum on his investment, this investment would 

Mandy is less concerned with retirement 

The best time to start saving is when you start earning. The second best time is 
now. Mathias Sithole, head of public sector and corporate consulting at Liberty 

Corporate Consultants & Actuaries, proves it.
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savings during her early years. She decides only 
to begin saving at the age of 35, or 10 years after 
Andy. Assuming that she also contributes R5 000 
per year towards her retirement and also earns a 
net investment return of 10% per annum on her 
investment, Mandy would end up with retirement 

The progression of the savings of Andy and 
Mandy over the 40 years is shown in the graph.

Mandy’s 10-year delay in the start of her 
savings journey results in a 60% lower income by 
age 65 than Andy! Interestingly, if Mandy would 
like to reach the same savings balance of R2,4 
million at age 65, she would have to contribute 
R13 400 per year from age 35 to age 65. This is 
more than double Andy’s contributions.

How to start saving towards retirement

Once you have decided and committed yourself 
to saving and investing money towards your 

adviser to guide you along this journey. The 
adviser will complete a needs analysis with you, 
identify your objectives and requirements, and 
advise you on the options available to you in order 
to achieve your objective. 

But the onus is also on the individual. Prior to 

thoroughly do your homework and take stock of 

savings needs. This will enable the consultation 

clarifying the following:

• The potential saving vehicles available and 
 their appropriateness to your needs.

Most important: In order to better facilitate the 
needs analysis, you simply must have an idea 
of your current monthly budget and your savings 
capacity.

www.liberty.co.za. 

Sithole . . . essential excercise
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SASSA DEBACLE

Sygnia’s swipe 
at Allan Gray

Hardly a ‘passive’ attack on CRISA too. 
Is the pot calling the kettle black?

S
uch is the application of double standards 

that it would be tempting to dismiss the attack 

by Sygnia chief executive Magda Wierzycka 

on investment manager Allan Gray as a blonde joke. 

Rather, it’s an exercise in “virtue signalling” whereby 

moral superiority over rivals can be claimed.

Invariably accompanied by a photograph of 

herself, replete with flowing tresses, Wierzycka 

has garnered headlines for her allegations of Allan 

Gray having profiteered from its investment in 

Net1. The substance of her criticism is that Allan 

Gray, as a signatory to the UN-backed Principles 

for Responsible Investment (PRI) and proponent of 

the activist Code for Responsible Investing in SA 

(CRISA), should have detected shenanigans in the 

SA Social Security Agency contract held by a Net1 

subsidiary and accordingly have divested of its 16% 

stake in Net1.

Allan Gray is sufficiently big and ugly to look 

after itself, and is doing so by having contextualised 

its interest. More than this, now that the dark 

sides of the SASSA contract have been exposed 

– late in the day, once the attempted cover-up 

had been blasted by financial journalists – it is 

contemplating a move to have the Net1 board 

replaced. Thus is an activist approach demonstrated. 

Like other investment managers that seek 

to comply with CRISA, Allan Gray consistently 

publishes its record of proxy voting and 

engagements with investee companies. Sygnia 

doesn’t. This, accompanied by the fact that Sygnia 

isn’t even a PRI signatory, makes Wierzycka’s 
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outrage seem akin to an atheist telling the Pope 

how to run his church. Sygnia has made zero 

contribution to the development of CRISA. 

Neither is it in the strongest position to do so 

because Sygnia is the opposite of an active investor. 

Its business model claims a competitive edge 

through low-cost offerings that rely on passive 

investment; in other words, the tracking of stock-

market indices rooted in algorithms. They’re 

oblivious to the sensitivities of environmental, 

social and governance (ESG) criteria that lie at the 

heart of “responsible investment”.

Sygnia is also a multi-manager of investment 

products. Here it manages its own passive strategies 

and outsources the active components, according to 

its latest annual report, to a “wide range of third-

party asset managers”. 

These managers, it says, are monitored and 

evaluated in terms of the extent to which they 

take ESG factors into account. Because one of 

these third-party asset managers is Allan Gray, 

it must have passed Sygnia’s requirements for 

approval. Thus, if Allan Gray is guilty as charged by 

Wierzycka, then Sygnia is too.

The annual report further reveals: “Managers 

are encouraged to become signatories to CRISA 

and this is taken into account in Sygnia’s manager 

selection process.” That would be difficult. CRISA 

is a voluntary code to guide investment processes in 

the same way that King is a voluntary code to guide 

corporate governance. They don’t have “signatories”.

From where Wierzyka sits, it’s rich for her 

to belittle CRISA through such statements as 

“compliance with ESG policies is mere lip service” 

and these policies being “drafted for PR purposes”. 

On the first, the dichotomy is in Sygnia’s own 

operation. On the second, her preemptive strike 

against Allan Gray – before it knew there was a 

case to answer – was a masterful exercise in self-

promotion.

She’s throwing stones from a glass house, the 

more so because Sygnia’s own probity might not 

be entirely beyond reproach. Merely compare the 

much-vaunted advertising of Sygnia Skeleton Funds 

“offered at 0,4% p.a.” with the total investment 

charges shown in the relevant funds’ fact sheets on 

the Sygnia website.

Try it. Then come to an objective conclusion on 

whether this is treating customers fairly.

This article, by TT editorial director Allan 

 Greenblo, was originally published by Biznews on 

 March 22;

Wierzyka was invited by TT to respond to the 

substance of this article. The only conditions were 

that her response should be no longer than the 

original and that it should contain no slander. She 

declined the invitation: “I do not believe that what 

you write about Sygnia is objective and hence 

prefer not to engage or comment on anything that 

you might write.”

The blonde joke was in reference to a Financial 

Mail interview with Wierzyka. Asked for her one 

tip in doing a deal, she replied: “Allow people 

(men) to assume that you are just a dumb blonde. 

It works every time.” 

Wierzyka . . . the great disrupter
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Number of Jobs Created During Construction

8 700

RENEWABLE ENERGYAGRICULTURE

AQUACULTURE

40
PROJECTS

HOUSING

Number of Student Beds

9 387

R942 MILLION COMMITTED 

R2.5 BILLION* COMMITTED

Permanent Employees

698
Seasonal Employees

3 984
Workers Receiving Adult Education

1 987
Workers Receiving Pre-Paid Healthcare

399

Hectares Size of Land

12 579
Farms

11

MINORITY STAKE IN ABAGOLD LTD*

GENERATING IMPACT 

TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE 

Figures as at 31 December 2016
Sources: Futuregrowth Asset Management; Old Mutual Alternative Investments; African Infrastructure Investment Managers (AIIM); UFF African Agri Investments; Old Mutual Specialised Finance and Liability Driven Investments.



The following entities are licensed Financial Services Providers (FSPs) within Old Mutual Investment Group (Pty) Ltd Holdings approved by the Registrar of Financial Services Providers (www.fsb.co.za) 
to provide advisory and/or intermediary services in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002. These entities are wholly owned subsidiaries of Old Mutual Investment 
Group Holdings (Pty) Ltd and are members of the Old Mutual Investment Group. Old Mutual Investment Group (Pty) Ltd (Reg No 1993/003023/07), FSP No:604. | Old Mutual Alternative Investments 
(Pty) Ltd (Reg No 2013/113833/07), FSP No:45255. | African Infrastructure Investment Managers (Pty) Ltd (Reg No 2005/028675/07), FSP No:4307. | Futuregrowth Asset Management (Pty) Ltd  
(Reg No 1996/18222/07), FSP No:520.

SOUTH AFRICA

R20 BILLION COMMITTED

Number of Jobs Maintained

4 600

START-UP FINANCING

2 HYDRO

1 LANDFILL GAS

21 SOLAR

16 WIND

R21 BILLION COMMITTED

Number of Loans Granted Since End 2007

18 000
Number of Rental Units

5 552 
Number of Housing Units Transferred

7 646

EDUCATION
R2.1 BILLION COMMITTED 

Number of Learners Enrolled

15 640

Number of Staff Employed

1 074

Matric Pass Rate 2016

93.3%

Taxi Loans Granted

74 335

OUR MANAGERS: Old Mutual 
Investment Group participates in the 
Renewable Energy Independent Power 
Producer Procurement Programme 
(REIPPPP) via its investment boutiques, 
namely Old Mutual Alternative 
Investments; African Infrastructure 
Investment Managers; Futuregrowth 
Asset Management and 
Old Mutual Specialised Finance. 

R20.7 BILLION
COMMITTED 

ON BEHALF OUR CLIENTS



INVESTMENT CHARGES

Fee, fi, fo . . . 
In the contested umbrella-fund industry, 

cost comparisons really shouldn’t be complex for readers 
of product providers’ marketing material. 

A
t present there isn’t a harmonious 

relationship between Sygnia and TT. Apart 

from the angry reaction of Sygnia chief 

executive Magda Wierzycka to views expressed 

in one article (see previous page), she has also 

responded irately to another.

The latter is where John Anderson, then a Sygnia 

executive (he’s subsequently returned to Alexander 

Forbes) answered questions on Sygnia’s fees 

particularly related to its advertised claim of 0,4% 

annually for certain funds in its ‘Skeleton’ range 

and on the actual charges for the Sygnia Umbrella 

Retirement Fund known as SURF (TT March-May). 

Wierzycka says that this article, “quoting our 

competitors whose financial interests we have 

seriously threatened upfront, with an explanation 

by us buried deep in the article”, was an example of 

how comments about Sygnia lacked objectivity and 

were unfairly represented. 

It’s easy to access the article and come to one’s 

own conclusion. Yet the acrimony reached a higher 

pitch when, wanting to follow up on this article, TT 

put certain questions to Wierzycka:

What proportion of the SURF overall assets are 

invested in the Sygnia Skeleton Range (passive) 

without hedge funds?

What proportion of the SURF overall assets are 

invested in the Sygnia Skeleton Range (passive) 

with hedge funds?

What proportion of the SURF overall assets are 

invested in the Sygnia Signature Range (active) 

with hedge funds?

The purpose was to get an idea of the volumes 

in Sygnia’s assets under management respectively 

being charged total fees at 0,4%. Further confusion 

arises in that, whereas Sygnia’s extensive media 

advertising had proclaimed that its Skeleton funds 

are “offered at 0,4% pa”, a September 2016 circular 

to investors showed that the 0,4% applied only 

to the base investment management fee. For four 

Skeleton funds in the life portfolio, as opposed to 
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the unit trusts, it showed total expense ratios all 

higher than 1%.

An additional question was on the total expense 

ratio on the Sygnia Fund of Hedge Funds. This is 

one of the funds that, according to an actuary’s 

calculation, could have total fees of over 5% and 

possibly even up to 8%.

Wierzycka replied: “Please ensure that if you 

decide to once again write about Sygnia or SURF, 

you make it clear that Sygnia has had no input into 

your article and hence you cannot vouch for the 

accuracy of what you are publishing.”

Okay then. Done. 

Obscurity appears to be at odds with 

transparency in trying to pick through the Sygnia 

funds’ fact sheets. In some, for example three 

Skeleton funds as at end-March, there is no 

published disclosure of fees; instead, it’s stated that 

the information will be provided on request. In 

some others, there’s more than one actuary who 

finds it challenging to look through the effects of 

allocations to Sygnia’s in-house hedge funds.

If Wierzycka can be meticulous in analysing 

the costs and claims of her targets – she’s certainly 

prolific in her ‘Daily Maverick’ series – then she 

might expect that similarly-qualified professionals 

would want to take a closer look at Sygnia’s own 

costs and claims too.

For bullet-proof confidence on how Sygnia 

stacks up, there are two industry bodies able to 

undertake independent research and produce 

objective findings. All they need do is compare 

the marketing claims against the full gamut of fees 

actually charged, and perhaps also come to a view 

on whether the disclosure that “a schedule of fees 

and charges is available on request” is adequate for 

their requirements.

One body is the Financial Services Board. 

Leanne Jackson, who heads the ‘Treating Customers 
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Fairly’ initiative at the FSB, comments:

Among the six desired TCF Outcomes are those 

providing that “Customers are provided with clear 

information and kept appropriately informed before, 

during and after the point of sale” and that “Products 

perform as firms have led customers to expect”. In 

the investment space, achievement of these outcomes 

requires disclosure of product costs and the impact 

of such costs and investment returns to be clearly, 

accurately and meaningfully disclosed.

The TCF principles are further underpinned 

by a number of specific rules-based provisions, 

including detailed cost-disclosure requirements under 

the Financial Advisory & Intermediary Services 

Act (FAIS) and the Collective Investment Schemes 

Control Act. FAIS also includes requirements to 

ensure that any comparisons between products 

or providers are fair and accurate. There is also a 

process underway (where) disclosure standards are a 

particular focus area.

Whether the relevant TCF principles and/or 

current specific disclosure rules have been breached in 

the case you have highlighted, would of course need to 

be based on a specific investigation.

The other body is the Association of Savings & 

Investment SA of which Sygnia is a member. ASISA 

senior policy advisor Taryn Hirsch comments:

While ASISA cannot force members to comply 

with the ASISA standards, they are standards of good 

practice and all ASISA members undertake to comply 

with them.

The ASISA standards are developed and put 

together with the regulator’s knowledge and support. 

In particular, the standards have been framed with 

the regulator’s ‘Treating Customers Fairly’ initiatives 

in mind. Although we cannot enforce compliance as 

such, members face considerable industry pressure 

and reputational risk by not complying. The savings 

and investment industry is highly competitive, and 

competitors keep a close eye on each other’s practices.

To ensure meaningful cost disclosure to clients, 

last year ASISA introduced the Effective Annual 

Cost (EAC) standard. This standard facilitates a 

standardised approach to cost disclosure by product 

providers that consumers and advisors can use to 

compare charges in a meaningful way irrespective of 

whether the product is a unit trust, a living annuity, a 

retirement annuity or an endowment policy.

Consumers are therefore entitled to request the 

EAC disclosure from companies when deciding where, 

and in what products, to invest. The EAC standard 

outlines the recourse that advisors and/or clients 

have should they have reason to believe that the 

calculations used by an ASISA member company, in 

determining the EAC contained in the quote, were not 

correct.

The to-and-fro between Sygnia and TT is best 

left for FSB and ASISA interventions. 
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RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT

Through the maze
After the Net1 blow-up, investment processes for ESG integration bear scrutiny.

F
or the benefit of their retirement-fund clients, 

what steps can reasonably be expected of asset 

managers and consultants to ensure they comply 

with the UN Principles for Responsible Investment 

(where they’re signatories) and the Code for Responsible 

Investing in SA (now underpinned by King IV)? Then 

too with Regulation 28 under the Pension Funds Act 

with its requirement to consider environmental, social 

and governance (ESG) criteria in making and remaining 

in investments (also see elsewhere in this TT edition)?

These issues are brought into sharp relief as a 

consequence of the Constitutional Court judgment 

on the SA Social Security Agency and the publicly-

listed Net1 which administers the social grants. Asset 

manager Allan Gray, a signatory to the UN PRI, is the 

biggest single shareholder in Net1 after the International 

Finance Corporation which is supposed to be the world’s 

standard bearer for responsible investment (RI).

Here is a dramatic instance of RI implementation 

having failed. But what are investors and potential 

investors reasonably supposed to do where a company 

already bears the IFC imprimatur and where the 

contentious abuse of a database by a subsidiary 

is carefully concealed? Where should reasonable 

investigation end and forensic investigation begin?

Any number of investors could have been caught 

short in the manner of Allan Gray, singled out for the 

“materiality” of its Net1 stake. But from the specific 

to the general, other investors can be as easily trapped 

even where smallish interests in investeee companies are 

subsequently exposed for RI censure.

What sort of resources, in terms of time and 

personnel, should be devoted to RI research? In the 

research, would there be a difference in the resources 

applied for larger investments? Having considered 

that the outlook for a share is bullish, would a decision 

be made to disinvest or not to invest for reason of a 

company’s non-compliance with King IV?

To get a handle on the practicalities, and to assist in 

guidance for robust treatment of CRISA, TT canvassed 

a random cross-section of industry views. There was 

broad consensus on the latter two questions – little 

difference in resources for larger investments on the 

second; engagement with companies or proxy votes on 

the third – so space limitations allow snapshot responses 

mainly to the first.

Kirshi Totaram of Coronation: If 

ESG is done properly, it is not a tick-

box exercise. ESG factors must be 

taken seriously from the start, and 

integrated into an investment case 

when researching a security begins. 

We focus on calculating long-term 

fair value and then adjust for any risks, ESG included. 

Where ESG risks can’t be quantified, we do a qualitative 

assessment. A company which scores low on ESG factors 

would require a much bigger margin of safety before we 

invest. If we have material governance concerns about a 

company, we exclude it from our investment universe. 

ESG considerations are best understood by analysts and 

fund managers who know a company intimately, not by 

third parties.
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Bernard Fick of Prudential: We 

are signatory to the UNPRI and 

subscribe to the CRISA principles. 

Our proxy-voting records are 

distributed quarterly to our clients 

as they are the actual owners of the shares we vote. 

Also, as active shareholders, we engage with company 

managements and use other legal remedies to challenge 

actions that we believe are not in our clients’ best 

interests. All our analysts are required to consider ESG 

factors as part of our fundamental analysis since we 

recognise that these issues can carry risks that could 

diminish potential returns for our client portfolios.

David Couldridge of Investec Asset 

Management: We’ve elected the most 

comprehensive, but challenging, 

approach to integrate ESG across all 

our investment capabilities. Integration 

ensures that the investment analysts 

and portfolio managers, with in-

depth knowledge of the businesses, are making the 

decisions. Structuring resources in this way avoids 

the difficulties that firms experience when they have 

separate governance or ESG teams trying to persuade 

the analysts.

Robert Lewenson of Old Mutual 

Investment Group: ESG analysis is 

a specialist skill. We have a team that 

works across our various capabilities 

to undertake ESG research. With 

fundamental listed equity, our ESG 

specialists prepare specific investment-relevant research 

on material ESG issues. It’s then used for debate and 

discussion with the relevant analyst or portfolio manager 

so that these views are incorporated into a quality 

“conviction assessment” of the underlying company. 

Where an investment has been made, these views 

inform our responsible-ownership practices.

Delphine Govender of Perpetua 

Investment Managers: We weigh 

ESG factors, including the workings 

of the board, explicitly and formally 

at the pre-investment stage. The weightings to focus 

on E, S or G matters depend on the industry and what 

we perceive to be its inherent risks. We’d have assessed 

these in a generic template at an industry level, given 

our understanding of the core drivers in an industry 

group, and then apply the industry focus areas to the 

unique specifics of each investment being considered. 

For example, the banking sector inherently has a higher 

G risk and above-average S risk (given the client base) 

but a lower-than-average E risk. Events at African Bank 

illustrate the point.

Dirk Oosthuizen of Simeka Consultants & 

Actuaries (associated with Sanlam): In the 

funds with which I’m involved, we contract 

out most of the services to specialists. 

Application of PRI/CRISA principles has 

certainly required more resources and 

are designed to involve engagement. It seems that the 

larger asset managers have dedicated more resources 

to improve these processes, but smaller managers lack 

similar resources. My concern is with bonds where 

pension funds invest. The only way to deal with ESG 

issues in the bond market is not to invest or to sell. There 

is no mechanism of influence similar to a proxy vote at a 

shareholders’ meeting. 

Henry Munzara of Stanlib: Key is truly to 

integrate ESG into the investment process. 

In our coverage of the JSE Top 100 universe, 

ESG is part and parcel of the research effort. 

Using our influential position, our starting 

point is encouraging companies to be 

exemplary corporate citizens.

Malcolm Fair of RisCura: Institutional 

investors must have appropriate 

governance in place to guide their 

actions, in particular a policy which 

defines how the institution intends 

to exercise its fiduciary duties and 

regulatory requirements including 

but not limited to ESG factors that may impact on the 

long-term outcome for fund members. Policies should 

be communicated to service providers with a view to 
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catching issues before they come to a head. Net1 should 

have raised S and G red flags for investment managers 

before the story broke.

Andrew Lapping of Allan Gray: 

Our analysts are responsible 

for researching ESG aspects of 

companies they cover, before we 

invest and on a continuing basis 

once invested. We also have a 

dedicated analyst who looks at 

G issues and recently appointed 

a dedicated E&S analyst to assist our analysts with 

systemic research as an additional level of scrutiny. We’re 

doing more on-the-ground research and from time to 

time hire third-party firms to assist. All companies in 

which we invest go through the same process which 

includes ESG research. We discuss potential concerns 

around ethics or governance with companies’ boards, 

aiming to influence them. If the board is not receptive 

to our input, we may decide to take an active role in 

changing the board. We’ve recently given our chief 

investment officer the discretion to veto or disinvest 

from any investment based on ethical concerns.

Inge West of Investment Solutions: 

Our engagements with asset 

managers indicate that that many 

are more comfortable incorporating 

governance considerations than 

environmental and social factors 

into their investment processes. 

But E&S can also have a material impact, as shown 

with BP and Lonmin. Even where there may be 

dedicated RI specialists, their influence and expertise 

do not necessarily filter through into final investment 

decisions. In an ideal world there should be no need 

for RI specialists, as analysts should be able fully to 

integrate ESG into their process, but we believe that the 

current level of ESG integration requires RI specialists to 

strengthen the process.

Jana van Rooijen of Momentum Investments: The 

PRI and CRISA principles resonate with our values and 

inform our processes. We have dedicated RI specialists 

to assist the investment team. Its 

decisions affect stakeholders. It is 

absolutely reasonable for them to 

expect our compliance with the 

principles.

Shainal Sukha, an independent 

consultant: It is important for 

asset managers to be consistent 

and clearly to articulate their ESG 

approach to asset consultants and 

asset owners. Inconsistency will 

open them to criticism that they treat ESG integration 

as a marketing benefit rather than a genuine risk-

management tool. It doesn’t help that G is the overriding 

factor and then having to explain why they’re invested 

in a FirstStrut, African Bank or Net1. Asset managers 

should seek appropriate ESG disclosure from company 

managements and keep a record of their engagements. 

If disclosures are inadequate, the next steps should 

be articulated i.e. engage further or disinvest. Doing 

nothing is not an option.

Asief Mohamed of Aeon 

Investment Management: The 

analyst and portfolio manager 

should take primary responsibility 

for the companies in which they 

invest. The Net1 grants issue is one 

where Allan Gray and the IFC could have done more 

fundamental research. When we raised the issue of Net1 

“unauthorised debits” on the PRI Xchange over two 

years ago, no SA investment manager responded. And 

when we raised the issue at a Remgro agm, the chairman 

was unaware that a non-executive Remgro director and 

an associate investment in Grindrod Bank was involved 

in the Net1 “unauthorised debits”, which included debits 

from unemployed grant beneficiaries for unemployment 

insurance. If only the large investment-management 

firms applied their minds to what a normal and equal 

society would look like, SA would have looked like a 

more normal and equal society by now.

May these perspectives help to encourage CRISA 

awareness, not only to stimulate its credibility but also 

strengthen adherence to its widely lauded principles.  
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The ability to listen is the attribute you should value most in an investment manager. 
At SATRIX, we’ve been lending an ear to our clients for over 16 years, to provide 
customised solutions to their unique, complex problems. As a result, our clients have 
entrusted us to manage more than R60 billion.
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PUBLIC INVESTMENT CORPORATION

Wait, 
watch 

and worry
It will be a calamity should changes at the top of the 

finance ministry lead to ‘state capture’ of SA’s largest asset manager.

D
riving tourists the other day through a 

game reserve, the ranger spotted a crocodile 

to the vehicle’s left. So intently were 

passengers studying it that they didn’t notice a hyena 

approaching from the right. 

Much the same can be said about the continued 

attention on ministerial changes at National Treasury. 

If it can now be subjected to ‘state capture’, then 

the Public Investment Corporation can be too. Be 

worried, be very worried, because there’s an aspect 

that has yet significantly to hit home. It’s in the 

replacement of deputy finance minister Mcebesi 

Jonas by Sfiso Buthelezi.

There’s a difference between them in that Jonas 

had fallen out of favour with President Jacob Zuma. 

There’s no difference between them in that the 

position of deputy finance minister conventionally 

carries with it the position of Public Investment 

Corporation board chair. There could be a difference 

between them, still to be seen, in the execution of 

their PIC roles.

Jonas made waves. An outstanding example was 

his insistence that the PIC, consistent with its self-

proclaimed commitment to transparency, disclose to 

the parliamentary Standing Committee on Finance the 

details of its investment in the unlisted Independent 

News & Media SA controlled by Iqbal Survé in which 

the Gupta family also claimed a stake (TT Oct-Dec ’16).

However, the latest PIC annual report (for the 

year to end-March 2016) provides no further 

information. Neither does it offer an update on the 

fate of the PIC’s 14% stake in cellphone operator 

Vodacom, for which the PIC had paid R25bn and 

which was supposed to be made available for sale to 

black investors who could raise the funds without 

PIC assistance.

The point is that, simply by virtue of its massive 

size, there are nooks and crannies in the PIC’s 

diversified investment portfolio that escape specific 

mention in the annual report. To ask questions about 

them is not necessarily to have them answered. It 

happens when the PIC claims “client confidentiality” 

over unlisted its investments, leaving much that can 

evade public scrutiny.

This aspect of the PIC portfolio is itself huge. 
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As at end-March 2016 the unlisted investments 

totalled R44,6bn with another R38,5bn in approvals. 

Whereas stock-market listed investments must be 

“investment grade”, says the PIC, by their nature 

the unlisted investments aren’t graded. They have a 

“developmental” focus, partially to encourage black-

owned smaller and medium-sized enterprises.

That, of course, is commendable provided that 

implementation is free of political interventions. And 

that, in turn, is a function of governance; as much as 

it was under Jonas, so it will be under Buthelezi. The 

constant, to date, is that chief executive Dan Matjila 

remains in office albeit under a new boss.

The PIC is a wholly state-owned entity. The 

shareholder representative, who sets the strategic 

objectives, is the deputy finance minister. Non-

executive directors, styled as independent, 

are appointed by Zuma’s cabinet. Top annual 

remuneration is over R700 000.

In its most recent financial year, the PIC held R1,9 

trillion in assets under management. This equated 

to some 45% of SA’s gross domestic product. Not 

only is the PIC by far SA’s largest asset manager but 

it also carries persuasive influence, to the extent that 

its behaviour is commensurate with its pride as an 

activist investor, on the major SA corporates where 

it’s frequently the largest single shareholder.

More than this, in its “developmental” role the 

PIC can carry as much weight as National 

Treasury itself. Arguably, the PIC is SA’s most potent 

arm for implementation of the “developmental” 

policy integral to “radical economic transformation” 

that’s become subject to interpretation by its new 

chair.

There is a constraint. It’s in the responsibility 

of the PIC to achieve on its investments portfolio 

the returns that will enable members of its clients’ 

state retirement funds to receive benefits, inclusive 

of discretionary annual pension increments, and to 

avoid calling on taxpayers should pension promises 

fall short.

The Government Employees Pension Fund, which 

has 1,7m members, accounts for almost 90% of the 

PIC’s assets under management. Being a defined-

benefit fund, in the last resort the state (i.e. taxpayer) 

as employer underwrites the GEPF’s pension 

promise. At the GEPF board level, half the trustees 

are employer-nominated and half are nominated or 

elected by employees.

Whether representative of employer or employees, 

either way they’re trustees. It means that their 

fiduciary duty is solely to the fund for the interests of 

its members.

As such, they’re beholden to watch Buthelezi 

like a hawk. And the 1,7m fund members, as well 

as taxpayers, aren’t precluded from watching him 

similarly. 

Buthelezi . . . deserves a chance
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UMBRELLA FUNDS

To man 
the mancos

A strong case can be made for management committees, 
especially given labour-relations sensitivities, 

so long as their rights and duties are sorted upfront.

F
or all their virtues, there are also possible 

defects in the construction of umbrella funds. 

One can be their concentration of power in the 

sponsor. Another can be in the Pension Funds Act 

exemption from the right of members to elect trustee 

boards, controverting the principle of 50/50 employer/

member representation that applies to standalone 

funds. 

Not that all participating employers would 

necessarily agree that these are defects. Many of 

them might view them as virtues, allowing them to 

dump the hassle of standalones on the umbrella’s 

sponsor. But administrative simplicity and costs aren’t 

necessarily the be-all and end-all. 

Contributions to pension and provident funds 

are frequently integral to conditions of employment, 

making them a matter for labour relations. Thus 

was the 50/50 representation conceived. It seems 

inconsistent that the principle applies to standalones 

but not umbrellas. And, for employers participating 

in umbrellas, the exclusion of employees’ involvement 

would arguably not be desirable in terms of workplace 

relationships.

Middle ground can perhaps be found by 

considering that management committees (mancos), 

similar to the trustee boards of standalones, be made 

statutory for umbrellas. If so, then specifics would 

need to be addressed. Amongst them are whether:

Layers of additional cost and complexity can be 

 avoided;

Manco members would need to qualify as “fit and 

proper”, at least implying that they undertake 

training similar to trustees;

Employees can be encouraged or otherwise 

 incentivised to stand for election;

Mancos operate at company, regional or industry 

level i.e. scaled for size in segmented markets where 

there is a commonality of employer and member 

profiles.

In several instances, particularly where larger 

standalones have opted for absorption into umbrellas, 
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mancos already exist voluntarily. But then what sort 

of creature is the manco? What role does it play? 

What are the rights and duties of its members? At the 

annual conference of the Pension Lawyers Association, 

these are questions that Graham Damant of Bowman 

Gilfillan sought to answer:

The concept of a manco arises in the context 

of umbrella funds. As it stands, the Pension Funds 

Act does not in any way recognise or deal with the 

concept. It recognises only the board of a fund. It 

imposes a series of duties and obligations on the board 

and its members. 

The board may establish a series of sub-committees 

to deal with various aspects of governance. The 

manco is not one of the sub-committees and does not 

perform delegated functions on the board’s behalf. 

Only the board is the directing mind and will of the 

fund, and only it can legally bind the fund. 

Mancos can be established by the rules of umbrella 

funds. Their powers and duties are derived only from 

the rules. These mancos largely do what an employer 

would ordinarily do in relation to the fund i.e. choose 

between investment portfolios made available by the 

board, decide whether member investment choice 

is to be offered, select a provider of insured benefits, 

supply information to the fund, act as a conduit 

for communication to members and monitor the 

performance of the fund.

With mancos, the employer wouldn’t retain 

exclusivity over these functions. The fund rules, 

once made to provide for mancos, typically allow 

fund members the right to select at least 50% of the 

representatives on the manco. 

But because members are included in what would 

usually be employer decision-making, certain of the 

employer rights in umbrellas will not be delegated to 

the manco. These would include the right to agree 

Damant. . . clear demarcations
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to amendments to the special rules, agreements to 

increase contributions and a decision to terminate 

participation in the fund. Not always clear is what 

employer rights are delegated and what are not. They 

need to be carefully set out in the fund documents and 

agreements.

Despite the decline in employer paternalism, this 

arrangement is satisfactory for many employers. They 

are not particularly interested in the fund and its 

administration, and they limit their interest to general 

fund performance. 

So too with member apathy. It is often difficult to 

find members (employees) willing to take on the role 

of manco members. However, for other employers 

and employees this arrangement is unsatisfactory. 

They demand a far greater say in the running of the 

fund. This is particularly true of large employers with 

unionised work forces. Their members’ representatives 

want to be engaged with allocation of death benefits as 

well as investment and communication strategies. 

Often the members will only agree to the closure of 

their standalone funds and migration to umbrella 

funds if they retain some form of meaningful say in 

the running of the fund. It is in these circumstances 

that the rights, duties, obligations and liabilities of the 

respective parties become more complex. 

Careful consideration should be given to what 

powers are delegated by whom and what powers 

can be delegated; then, once delegated, what specific 

insurance arrangements are required to protect manco 

members in their decision making. Careful drafting of 

agreements and special rules is required.

The board remains responsible for investment 

strategy. If it wants to afford the manco a say, it can 

only do so within certain parameters. It can delegate 

its functions but cannot abrogate them. It has to retain 

a meaningful oversight role and retains ultimate 

accountability for investment performance. 

Some funds have accommodated this by allowing 

the manco to appoint its own investment consultant 

and to determine strategy within a broad framework 

determined by the board. They have allowed the 

selection of investment managers from a list of 

approved managers. The inclusion of new investment 

managers at the request of the manco is subject to 

vetting and approval by the board. 

So too with the allocation of death benefits. The 

board retains ultimate responsibility for allocation. It 

may allow the manco to conduct the investigation into 

dependents and beneficiaries, and to recommend the 

allocation within broad parameters approved by the 

board. But the board retains ultimate responsibility for 

final decisions. 

With these more complex arrangements comes 

the issue of funding and insurance cover. 

If investment consultants are to be engaged by the 

manco, who will pay these costs? In some instances, 

the employer assumes the obligation. In others, a sub-

fund expense account is established to pick up any 

additional costs particular to such a sub-fund. This 

must be accommodated within the rules.

The members of the manco are not officers of 

the fund. They are not usually covered by the fund’s 

insurance arrangements. They may, however, become 

personally liable for their conduct insofar as they may 

be found to have been negligent should a member, 

dependent or beneficiary suffer harm. 

Or the employer might be held vicariously liable 

for their conduct. Accordingly, the employer needs 

to ensure that its insurance arrangements cover 

the activities of its manco members insofar as they 

conduct activities usually conducted by the board.

The issue of mancos’ powers and duties highlights 

the tension between standalone funds – where 

employers and employees have a meaningful say and 

interest in the fund and their retirement arrangements 

– and third-party independent funds where the only 

interest of the employer and employees is the selection 

of third-party service providers. Employers and their 

employees forfeit any meaningful say in exchange for 

the advantage of cost saving offered by umbrella funds. 

Ripe for debate is whether employers and their 

employees should still play an active role in all aspects 

of their retirement arrangements. Where the mancos 

are given a more significant role is an attempt to 

reconcile these tensions. 
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CURATORSHIPS

Nash v Mostert v Nash
On and on it goes. 

Just as it’s hoped that one judgment will bring an aspect of the multi-million 
rand dispute over the Sable Industries pension fund to some sort of closure, 
along comes another judgment. True to form, appeals are being prepared.

A
ficionados of the old MAD magazine will recall 

its regular Spy v Spy comic strip. Two spies, 

one dressed in black and the other in white, 

were forever conniving for the other’s downfall. So it 

seemingly goes too with endless arguments between 

curator Tony Mostert and businessman Simon Nash 

over the Sable and Cadac pension funds.

In March there were two Gauteng court judgments, 

one in favour of Nash (to be appealed by Mostert) and 

the other in favour of Mostert (to be appealed by Nash). 

The former is perhaps the more significant because, 

dealing with the legitimacy of contingency fees, it could 

have broader implications specifically for curators and 

generally for lawyers as well as their clients.

Contingency fees are where the lawyer – in this 

case, the curator – is not paid at an hourly rate but 

goes on risk for amounts recovered. Where there are 

no recoveries, there are no payments. Conversely, the 

higher the recoveries the higher the payments.

In the Pretoria High Court:

Nash had applied for the contingency fees, agreed 

between Mostert and the Financial Services Board for 

the Sable fund, to be set aside as invalid. Nash won.

Central to the case, noted Justice Neil Tuchten, 

were specific words in the April 2006 order of Justice 

Ntsikelelo Poswa that placed the Sable fund under 

Mostert’s provisional curatorship: “The curator shall be 

entitled to periodical remuneration in accordance with 

the norms of the attorneys profession, as agreed with 

the (FSB), such remuneration to be paid from the assets 

owned, administered or held by or on behalf of the 

(Sable) fund, on a preferential basis, after consultation 

with the (FSB).”

In essence, Nash had asked that Mostert and his 

law firm be required to repay the Sable fund all the 

payments they’d received from Sable’s curatorship. 

He contended that the payments had been made as 

contingency fees, not “in accordance with the norms of 

the attorneys profession”. 

For his part, Mostert countered amongst other 

things that Nash could not bring the application 

because he did not have “clean hands” in having 

unlawfully stripped R36m from the surplus of the 

Sable fund. Nash’s criminal trial continues into its sixth 

year or thereabouts; it’s easy to lose count, given all the 

litigation that’s interrupted it.

On the facts of this matter, said Judge Tuchten, the 

alleged connection between the conduct imputed to 

(Nash) and the plundering of the Sable fund cannot 

be made. Mostert could not suggest why it would be 
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necessary for Nash to form relationships with the Sable 

fund for the purpose of plundering it. In any event, the 

relationships preceded the plundering scheme. 

Thus Nash had standing as member and principal 

employer (through Midmacor Industries) in the Sable 

fund. He was not seeking to review a decision but to set 

aside the contingency-fee contract.

The court held that contingency-fee agreements are 

against public policy for broadly the same reasons that 

they are against public policy in relation to litigious 

work. Norms and laws are not separate categories 

hermetically sealed from one another. A norm given 

the force of law remains a norm because the force of law 

reinforces the character of a norm as something usual, 

typical or standard.

In terms of the Poswa order, said Tuchten, the FSB 

and Mostert may only conclude an agreement which 

accords with the norms of the attorneys profession. 

If the Contingency Fees Act created a norm for the 

attorneys profession, there was no reason that the FSB 

and Mostert should not have legitimately concluded a 

remuneration agreement that complied in substance 

with the CFA and thereby brought themselves within 

the norm.

Accordingly, Tuchten held the contingency-fee 

agreement between the FSB and Mostert to be unlawful 

and invalid. In setting it aside, he considered the 

hardship that would allegedly be caused to have been 

overstated: hardship to members of the Sable fund 

whose entitlements would have to be recalculated; 

and hardship to Mostert “who suggests that he did not 

keep records which would enable him to calculate a 

reasonable remuneration”.

Mostert was directed to render an account, 

supported by vouchers of all curator’s fees debited or 

received on behalf of the Sable fund, from the date of 

his 2006 appointment to the date on which the account 

was produced.

In his application for leave to appeal, grounds 

cited by Mostert include that Tuchten had erred in 

finding that Nash’s application was not precluded by 

the “clean hands” doctrine. Further, it should have been 

considered that Nash was abusing the court process to 

achieve an unlawful end because his primary aim was 

to obstruct the exercise by the curator of lawful powers. 

The judge had also erred in stating that the question of 

whether contingency-fee agreements between attorneys 

and clients in non-litigious matters had not yet been 

decided.

Mostert is the curator of all pension funds in the 

so-called ‘Ghavalas Option’ for surplus stripping. 

Without researching the precise wording in the court 

order for each curatorship appointment, it cannot be 

ascertained whether the Sable judgment establishes a 

precedent for other funds. Having originally published 

a schedule of all these curatorhips and their fees bases, 

with moneys collected against disbursements to the 

curator and law firms engaged (TT Sept-Nov ’11), 

FSB executive officer Dube Tshidi has consistently 

refused to supply an updated schedule (TT Sept-Nov 

’14). Again asked for this information following the 

Sable judgment, he has ignored the request.

In the Johannesburg High Court:

Heard by Justice Margie Victor, the Financial Services 

Board and Pension Funds Registrar had sought to 

review and set aside the 1995 approval of the Registrar 

for the business, members and pensioners of the Sable 

pension fund to be transferred to the Lifecare Group 

pension fund. The Sable fund, under Tony Mostert’s 

curatorship, supported the relief. Simon Nash, of Sable 

fund employer Midmacor Industries, opposed it. In 

effect, Mostert won.

There was a clearly established principle, the judge 

stated, that the Registrar has the right to apply to court 

for a certificate wrongly granted to be set aside. She 

disallowed the filing by Nash of new affidavits which 
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related to evidence procured at his criminal trial, one 

being the “changed version” of key state witness Peter 

Ghavalas on the transaction between the Sable and 

Lifecare funds.

The crisp issue was whether the intended purpose of 

the R36m surplus in the Sable fund had been disclosed 

to the Registrar, Victor said: “It is clear the Registrar 

was not advised that the assets of the Sable fund would 

be applied to pay for shares sold in terms of an historic 

agreement.”

In other words, she continued, the purchase 

price had already been paid before the application 

for the Registrar’s approval had been submitted. The 

application did not disclose – because Nash had 

concealed it – any intention to pay for the shares from 

the proceeds of the pension-fund transfer.

According to Mostert, the particular commercial 

transaction – presented as the basis for the 

amalgamation of two pension funds – was not 

implemented. A different transaction, which had not 

been approved, was implemented. The Lifecare fund 

was simply used as a channel for the removal of R36m 

from a pension-fund environment to pay for shares in a 

dormant company without the Registrar’s approval.

“If the application for the certificate had disclosed 

that R36m would be used for the payment of shares 

in a dormant company, the certificate would not have 

been granted,” the judge held. “It became apparent that, 

after implementation of the transaction, the purchaser 

of the shares did not pay for it. Instead, the Lifecare 

fund paid for it with the Sable fund’s assets. This is in 

direct contradiction with the terms of the agreement 

submitted to the Registrar and the actual use of the 

Sable assets which was not disclosed to the Registrar.”

None of the disputes raised by Nash and Midmacor 

detract from the fact that what was placed before the 

Registrar, in obtaining the transfer approval, was clearly 

misleading and false. Accordingly, Victor ruled that 

“the continuing attempts by Nash and Midmacor to 

perpetuate the consequences of the grant of the licence 

based on demonstrably false facts” justified a punitive 

costs order against them. 

Mostert comments: The significance of the Victor 

judgment is that an eight-year saga, where Nash has 

prevented the Sable fund from proceeding against 

him, has now been lifted. It will result in the Sable fund 

instituting action against Nash for tens of millions of 

rand (calculating the R36m in 1998 at today’s value). 

Nash had tried to prevent this action by having brought 

a vindictive application before Justice Tuchten. Further 

significance of the Victor judgment is a finding against 

Nash for fraud and surplus stripping.

Nash intends to apply for leave to appeal. His 

attorney says that, apart from the written judgment 

dated March 6 (reported above), there had also been 

an oral judgment by Judge Victor in which she had 

dismissed with costs (against Nash) two separate 

supplementary affidavits. One of them contained 

“crucial evidence” from a hearing in another court 10 

days previously. The evidence of these witnesses, on 

which Nash relied, contradicted evidence before Victor.

In addition, a provisional application for leave to 

appeal had been made on Nash’s behalf. The judge was 

requested to provide the written judgment. To date, 

according to Nash attorney Lennard Cowan, three 

conflicting documents purporting to be the written 

judgment have been provided. These documents are all 

signed by Judge Victor.

So far, says Cowan, Judge Victor has provided no 

reason for the three conflicting judgments: “Her actions 

and failures in refusing to admit at least the latest of 

the two supplementary affidavits, and producing three 

different judgments, is wholly unacceptable.”

He has requested from Judge Victor that Nash’s 

legal team be entitled to listen to the tape recording 

of the oral judgment on which the third judgment 

was apparently prepared. Although there’d been an 

undertaking that the tape recording would be available 

within a week, more than six weeks had passed and the 

recording had not yet been provided.

The tape will need to be heard before the application 

for leave to appeal can proceed. “Our view is that the 

judge erred in numerous respects,” Cowan adds. 
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Only once you’ve considered the risks, can you plan a more certain future.

 

WHAT’S THE 
WORST  
 THAT COULD HAPPEN?

Investment Solutions Holdings Limited. Registration number 1997/77 022540/06.

Global extinction. Entire hives of honey bees are dying in huge numbers. This is worrying because 
plant-life and honey bees have had a mutualistic relationship for millions of years – each needs the other 
to survive. Without them, things could become catastrophic. The agricultural industry would collapse, 
global markets could crash, and, most significantly, life on Earth would become endangered. 

We’ve built our investment portfolios keeping the worst in mind. In a world where opportunity can’t 
exist without risk, we use our expertise to navigate these uncertain times. Organised like a swarm of 
bees, we meticulously manage risk to deliver sustainable benchmark-beating retuns for our clients.

Only once you’ve considered the risks, can you plan a more certain future.



TECHNOLOGY

Get smart
Huge advances to improve fund-member education and communication. 

Jolly Mokorosi, an independent trustee and educator who serves on the boards 
of several large funds, discusses them.

Education of retirement-fund members is often 

expensive, sporadic and ineffective. The impact 

of ineffective communication ranges from obviously-

inappropriate financial choices to unclaimed benefits 

running into many millions of rand, and to an 

Adjudicator complaints system clogged with queries that 

could partially be resolved through timely knowledge of 

retirement funds’ operating mechanisms.

Many of these problems could be addressed by 

using modern communication tools, particularly 

smartphones. Today their penetration into Africa 

is at levels that nobody could have predicted at 

the introduction of cellphones. 

This opens the opportunity to communicate 

in new and cost-effective ways with members 

of even the smallest funds, using technologies 

such as videos and applications (apps). Older 

technologies such as sms remain relevant too.

There’s no mistaking the speed and reach of 

a video distributed virally. The size, capacity and pace 

of connections – as well as the quality of video content 

at relatively low sizes – presents the opportunity for 

retirement funds to access members in this way.  

Mobile-application software downloaded by a 

user onto a smartphone or tablet is now so popular 

that the price of development has dropped to under                    

R5 000 an app. Through apps, retirement funds are able 

to offer members an easy access point to their fund 

introduction, electronic member booklet, member 

benefit statement, an updated beneficiary nomination 

form, a summary of fund rules and the latest fund 

financials. All this instantly reduces communication 

costs whilst increasing effectiveness.

Funds have and continue effectively to use bulk sms 

technology to inform members of fund events. Though 

complaints of incomplete member records persist, funds 

often experience a surge in the number of members 

updating details following an sms campaign which 

alerts them to relevant fund activities. 

Several funds have recently ventured into the 

use of WhatsApp. However, this requires more 

active management and so is currently limited in 

usefulness. 

Coming attractions
Imagine when retirement funds are one day 

(soon) able to link with members in the same 

way that some banks link with the Home Affairs 

system. Using similar technology, funds could 

instantly update marital status, birth records and 

the like. Years of member and beneficiary tracing 

as well as administration costs could be significantly 

reduced, and effectiveness increased.

Also imagine how much easier it will be to link 

member records when funds are able to eliminate 

duplicates as biometric recognition is aligned to 

physical documents. The scan of a fingerprint in a 

member’s phone could instantly link the member 

to multiple fund records for benefits preserved with 

different funds over the individual’s employment and 

personal savings history. 

This technology is closer than we might think. 

Innovations enable trustees better to fulfil their primary 

fiduciary duties, for the benefit of fund members. 

Mokorosi
 . . . future is 
now
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DID YOU 
KNOW?
Less than 20% of South Africans 
have sufficient savings to 
maintain their standard of living.

investments

Momentum would like to help investors meet their 
financial goals with as few surprises as possible along 
the way. We can do this with our outcome-based 
investment solutions, where the investors’ needs 
are placed at the centre of the investment process. 
It’s all about putting the investor FIRST.

Want to know more?
Call us on 0860 546 533
or visit us at www.momentum.co.za



Let me disclose with unclaimed 

immodesty that, as it happens, 

this TT edition coincides with 

my 50th anniversary in financial 

journalism. Of course, lots of people 

will say that by now they’ve had as 

much of me as they can stand and 

the time has arrived for departure to 

a home for the aged.

Sorry to disappoint them, but 

TT is about to enter a transaction 

that will launch it into an innovative 

trajectory. More about this later.

That first published article 

was in the Financial Mail 

of 14 April 1967. It dealt with 

the Coloured Development 

Corporation, one of several such 

apartheid-based banking-type 

operations (the Xhosa Development 

Corporation, for instance, being 

another). Set up by the National 

Party government, they were 

intended to facilitate growth of a 

black middle class.

Must say that I’m rather proud of 

my youthful prescience. The article 

concluded with the observation 

that, while the CDC “possibly 

creates a cream of contentment in 

the upper echelons, it can do little 

to prevent the milk from going 

sour”.

Then we had the CDC, the XDC 

and the rest. Today we have BEE.

On the subject of BEE, a 

reminder that it’s purpose 

is to meet the twin objectives of 

inclusion and the advancement 

of the historically excluded while 

maintaining a focus on training for 

excellence.

In view of the renewed light 

being shone on Eskom and the 

favours it’s bestowed on Gupta-

controlled Tegeta, I recall the 

remarks of former finance Minister 

Trevor Manuel: “On reading the 

‘State of Capture’ report, I observe 

that the owners of Tegeta have no 

such impediments. It appears in 

fact that the Gupta family, who 

arrived from India much later, have 

never had any BEE issues. There 

is something seriously untoward 

about this contradiction.”

For sure. There’s no justifiable 

reason that Eskom should ignore 

BEE, or treat the Guptas as if they 

were BEE and then some.

Was caught the other day in 

an EFF protest march on 

Constitution Hill. As the fellas in 

red approached, wielding sjamboks 

and knobkerries, I waited in my car 

and hoped to hell that they wouldn’t 

notice I’m white.

Eventually, when they 

surrounded the car, they smiled and 

waved. Good humour all around. 

The big takeout is that relationships 

between people on the ground 

are much better than politicians 

pretend. 

Here’s a recent quote that 

resonates: “Democracy is like 

a bus. He would ride it until it got 

him to his desired destination, and 

then he would get off.”

No, this wasn’t in reference 

to President Zuma of SA but to 

President Erdogan of Turkey.

Actually heard on a Radio 702 

talk show: “How can we have 

economic freedom when we don’t 

have enough money to buy the 

things we want to buy?”

Answers anyone, please?

Even a drought can have 

unintended consequences.

GRAVY
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The Advantage of Knowing

Liberty Group Ltd – an authorised financial services provider in terms of the FAIS Act (Licence No. 2409). Terms and conditions apply.

10 000 employers 
trust us with their 
employee benefits. 

We don’t know what keeps your employees up at night. We don’t know whether it’s worrying about 
the future, or their finances. But we do know that lost productivity due to sleepless nights can cost 
your company up to R46 000 per employee.

That’s why we give your employees real support, and peace of mind, with comprehensive benefits like 
Trauma Counselling, Retirement, and Life Cover. It’s why more employers trust us with their employee 
benefits than any other. 

To give your bottom line the Liberty Corporate Advantage, speak to your Financial Adviser, 
visit liberty.co.za, or call us on 011 408 2999.



There’s a time to be bold 
and a time to be cautious. 
 
But when your decisions impact on the wellbeing of your 

employees, members, stakeholders and clients, caution is 

the more prudent strategy. That’s why we offer investment 

solutions like our Absolute Return Capability. By defi ning 

any loss of capital as risk, this investment strategy aims 

to return positive outcomes with less volatile and more 

consistent returns. Which means that, when the time comes 

to decide on behalf of others, you can boldly do so.

Sanlam Investments consists of the following authorised Financial Services Providers: Sanlam Investment Management (Pty) Ltd (“SIM”), Sanlam Multi Manager International (Pty) Ltd (“SMMI”), Satrix 

Managers (RF) (Pty) Ltd, Graviton Wealth Management (Pty) Ltd (“GWM”), Graviton Financial Partners (Pty) Ltd (“GFP”), Radius Administrative Services (Pty) Ltd (“Radius”), Blue Ink Investments (Pty) 

Ltd (“Blue Ink”), Sanlam Capital Markets (Pty) Ltd (“SCM”), Sanlam Private Wealth (Pty) Ltd (“SPW”) and Sanlam Employee Benefi ts (Pty) Ltd (“SEB”), a division of Sanlam Life Insurance Limited, and has 

the following approved Management Companies under the Collective Investment Schemes Control Act: Sanlam Collective Investments (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“SCI”) and Satrix Managers (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“Satrix”).

www.boldorcautious.com

Bull Balcony

Our expertise includes:

Active    Index Tracking    Alternatives    Offshore    Multi-Manager
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